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Roll Call

______________________
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______________________

Minutes
 Village Board Meeting of May 11, 2021

______________________
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 Trustee Brew

______________________

Mayor’s Comments

______________________

Manager’s Comments

______________________

Public Comment

______________________

Trustee Liaison Reports

______________________

*For a brief tutorial or to troubleshoot a problem, see here: https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/205566129-Raise-Hand-InWebinar. For other user questions, please visit the Zoom Help Center: https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us.

Agenda Items
Trustee Arest
 Resolution re: Authorization to Execute a Software Agreement for
New World Systems and Expansion Modules
______________________
 Resolution re: Wage Increases for Department Heads and NonUnion Personnel

______________________

Trustee Brew
 Resolution re: Appointment of Marriage Officer

______________________

Trustee Crandall
 Resolution re: Authorization to Enter into a Service Agreement for
Smoke Testing of Sanitary Sewers

______________________

Trustee Lewis
 Resolution re: Authorization to Execute a STOP-DWI
Intermunicipal Agreement with Westchester County

______________________

 Resolution re: Authorization to Execute a Software Agreement for
Laserfiche License and Module Expansion

______________________

Trustee Whitestone
 Resolution re: Additional Construction Administration Services for
Scarsdale Public Library Renovation and Expansion Project

______________________

Trustee Ahuja
 Resolution re: Scarsdale Art Association Annual Outdoor Art Show
in Chase Park

______________________

Written Communications (None)

______________________

Public Comment (contingent on commencing no later than 10:00 PM)

______________________

Future Meeting Schedule
Tuesdays, May 25, June 01, 08, 15, 22, and 29, 2021
 5:00 PM – Village Board Work Session – via Zoom – Meeting
Notices and Agendas to Follow

______________________

Tuesday, June 08, 2021
 7:30 PM – Village Board Regular Meeting – via Zoom
Village Hall Schedule
Monday, May 31, 2021 – Memorial Day – Village Hall Closed

______________________
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THREE THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED SEVENTY-FOURTH
REGULAR MEETING
Video Conference
Via Zoom
May 11, 2021
A Regular Meeting of the Board of Trustees of the Village of Scarsdale was held on
Tuesday, May 11, 2021 via video conference (Zoom) at 7:30 p.m.
Present were Mayor Veron and Trustees Ahuja, Arest, Brew, Crandall, Lewis, and
Whitestone. Also present were Village Manager Pappalardo, Deputy Village Manager Cole,
Assistant Village Manager Richards, Village Attorney Pozin, Village Treasurer Scaglione, Village
Clerk Conkling, and Assistant to the Village Manager Katzin.
********
Trustee Arest entered a motion to add an agenda item at the end of meeting this
evening regarding the Village Manager Recruitment, seconded by Trustee Lewis and carried
by a unanimous vote. He stated that the public should be aware that it is expected that the
Board would adjourn to Executive Session to discuss this personnel matter.
********
Minutes
The minutes of the Board of Trustees Regular Meeting of Tuesday, April 27, 2021
were approved on a motion entered by Trustee Crandall, seconded by Trustee Whitestone,
and carried unanimously.
********
Bills & Payroll
Trustee Crandall reported that she had audited the Abstract of Claims dated
May 11, 2021 in the amount of $590,988.13 which included $195.00 in Library Claims
previously audited by a Trustee of the Library Board.
Upon motion duly made by Trustee Crandall and seconded by Trustee Ahuja, the
following resolution was adopted unanimously:
RESOLVED, that the Abstract of Claims dated May 11, 2021 in the amount of
$590,988.13 is hereby approved.
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Trustee Crandall further reported that she had examined the payment of bills made in
advance of a Board of Trustees audit totaling $3,143,916.64 which were found to be in order
and she moved that such payments be ratified.
Upon motion duly made by Trustee Crandall and seconded by Trustee Brew, the
following resolution was adopted unanimously:
RESOLVED, that payment of claims made in advance of a Board of Trustees audit
totaling $3,143,916.64 is hereby ratified.
Mayor Veron thanked Trustee Crandall for her diligence in reviewing the bills.
********
Mayors Comments
Mayor Veron offered the following comments:
“It has been just over a month since this board was sworn in, and we’ve set in
motion a new approach. We meet weekly in work sessions to tackle pressing matters and
have devised a process to highlight priorities. Our framework, as Aylone is sharing right
now, guides us and ensures that each of us keeps a close eye on the pillars and enablers of
government. To refresh your memory, I’ll review. At the top is our vision - to be a leader in
local municipal government for the 21st century. Our strategic and financial planning, right
below, sets the stage for our outcomes. The plan is supported by four pillars of government:
Quality of Life, Infrastructure, Municipal Services & Sustainability, Public Safety, and
Economic Development & Land Use. There are also four enablers, the underpinnings of our
government, and if managed well, keep everything moving. They are Technology,
Communications, Personnel and Law.
Our goal is no surprises - we want to be proactive and anticipate what will need our
attention. In turn, the community will get the lead-time for consideration and comment essential to good governance. Of course, we all know the unforeseen happens, and we will
swiftly respond, but in the general course of business, we want to be ahead of the curve.
Tonight I’ll report on what’s happening, using the framework as our roadmap:
Strategic and Financial Planning
As I’ve previously stated, this board is committed to an integrated strategic and
financial plan. On the strategy side, we are setting priorities for short, medium and long-term
goals. We have been using these past weeks, to compile a comprehensive list of our
government’s needs and desires and will discuss priorities in our work sessions at the end of
May into early June. On the financial planning side, Deputy Mayor Arest, Trustee Lewis and
I have been meeting weekly with Village Treasurer Scaglione and Deputy Village Manager
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Cole to identify opportunities for immediate process improvements. Earlier this evening in
our work session, the board endorsed the Village Treasurer’s and Deputy Village Manager’s
joint recommendation to implement enhanced technology functionality. The goal is to create
efficiencies by eliminating paper dependency and to streamline and systematize processes for
cost effectiveness. We are just scratching the surface of improvements and there’s lots more
to come. Simultaneously, the Village is in the data gathering/assessment phase for a new
financial planning system. We need more real time scenario planning, easier reporting, more
flexibility, and linkage to strategic goals. We will keep you updated as we make progress.
This Board is also hyper-focused on the pillars and enablers of government. While
we will begin prioritization in a few weeks time, we’ve already started to act on those items
that have been top of mind for months. Here’s the current list:
The Quality of Life Pillar
Since assuming the Mayor job, my inbox has been filled with quality of life
complaints. Many move to Scarsdale to escape the stressors of urban living so when
residents experience noise and construction disruption, it doesn’t sit well. This Board
understands and has elevated quality of life initiatives. As you have already heard, the
spring/summer ban on gas powered leaf blowers commenced May 1, and residents should
enjoy cleaner air and more peaceful days (and landscapers should benefit from a healthier
work environment).
Nothing better captures Scarsdale’s wonderful quality of life than our newly
renovated and expanded library. Last Friday, we celebrated this exquisitely modernized
building at a special ribbon cutting ceremony honoring the army of volunteers who made
this public private partnership a reality. Needless to say, the library is a crown jewel for the
Village, and it is a must see - with expanded in-person browsing hours being announced,
registration required at scarsdalelibrary.org.
The Infrastructure, Municipal Services & Sustainability Pillar
Earlier this evening, the Board and Village staff began an examination of the fall leaf
collection program. There’s been much discussion of this Village service as it is costly and
has negative environmental impacts. During budget discussion, some residents called for the
cessation of this program, but the board didn’t want to make a service delivery decision
without public input. So, please, residents, tell us what you think. More information to be
shared shortly.
The Public Safety Pillar
Another local topic is the increased traffic around schools at drop off and pick up.
With reduced reliance on busing and more parents home to drive their children, the streets
are backed up. I heard loud and clear that this is an issue that needs addressing. I attend
monthly SNAP meetings, that is the meetings with your individual neighborhood association
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presidents, and the bulk of the time was devoted to voicing this concern. The Village and
School understand the community’s frustration, and we’ll be meeting next week to try to
find creative solutions. It’s not going to be easy with the huge increase in volume of cars
headed to the same place at the same time, but we are hoping that working together will
make things a bit better.
I also want to report on public health matters. We are incredibly fortunate that our
very own Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps is stepping up to vaccinate our students.
This Thursday, May 13, SVAC will be vaccinating sixty 16 and 17 year olds between 3 and 7
pm. There are a few appointments left for 16 and 17 year olds so please register on their
website Scarsdalevac.com. Next week, once approvals are in, SVAC will be vaccinating
students 12 and above. For more information, check out their website. Again, it is
Scarsdalevac.com. Please be advised that no child can be vaccinated without a parent
accompaniment.
With regard to rapid and PCR testing, SVAC is also offering that service to our
community. SVAC averages around 30 tests per day, and despite improved community
health, we are still getting positives. So, please continue to wear your masks and take all
safety precautions. David Raizen and all of SVAC, we are very grateful to you.
The Board has already also kicked off three special assignments. While the Pool
Complex and Complete Streets are in the work plan stage, the Village Manager Search is well
underway. We’ve already received 34 applications, and GOVHR, our professional search
firm, has begun a targeted outreach process, both across the country and within Westchester.
Our communications subcommittee is putting together the interview process timeline, and is
planning an important community touch point in mid-July. As we secure dates, we will share
that information.
Finally, as Scarsdale has been getting vaccinated, and we feel more comfortable
being out and about, I want to start my outreach to you. I am scheduling my first Java with
Jane on Wednesday, May 19 beginning at 5:45 pm in the Dine the ‘Dale tent in the Village
Center. Come early, at 5 pm, to be among the first to view our glorious new planters
designed and painted by our SHS AT Art students. After the unveiling and celebration, I’ll
be in the tent until 7 pm to talk to you. Remember, masks are required.”
********
Manager’s Comments
Village Manager Pappalardo stated that he has three reports tonight for the Board
and community, with the first one he will have assistance from Village Engineer David
Goessl, who is present this evening on the zoom meeting. This report deals with the Federal
EPA Storm Water Phase Two regulations.
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“In the year 1987, the Federal Congress amended the 1972 Clean Water Act by
requiring municipalities with populations of 100,000 or more, to develop stormwater
discharge programs, to mitigate pollutant discharges from their sewer systems into the
receiving navigable water bodies of the Federal Government. These pollutants can impair
the waterways, thereby discouraging recreational use of the resource, contaminating drinking
water supplies, and interfering with the habitat for fish, other aquatic organisms, and wildlife.
In 1999, the Federal EPA promulgated similar rules through its Phase II National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System stormwater program, which impacted operators of Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s) with populations under 100,000 residents. At that
time Scarsdale was required to implement a stormwater management program to control
polluted discharges from our MS4s.
Operators of regulated MS4s are required to design their programs to: ‘Reduce the
discharge of pollutants to the “maximum extent practicable”. Implementation requires the
development and implementation of Best Management Practices and the achievement of
measurable goals to satisfy each of six identified minimum control measures.
The six “minimum control measures,” are identified as:
1. Public Education and Outreach;
2. Public Participation and Involvement;
3. Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination;
4. Construction Site Runoff Control;
5. Post Construction Runoff Control;
6. Pollution Prevention and Good Housekeeping.
As an MS4, the Village of Scarsdale must report annually to the New York State
Department of Environmental Conservation, who administers the Phase II program on
behalf of the Federal EPA. The report details Scarsdale’s implementation of our reported
goals and BMP’s for all six minimum measures from the 12-month period covering March
to March. The report must be filed with the State by June 1st each year and be reported
publically at a Village Board meeting. A copy of the report is filed with the Village Clerk’s
Office and posted on the Village website. Village Engineer David Goessl is present this
evening and will summarize the Village’s 2020-2021 Stormwater Phase II MS-4 report for
you now.”
Village Engineer David Goessl gave the following report:
“Each year, the Village of Scarsdale prepares an MS4 Annual Report that covers an
annual period between March 10th to March 9th and is submitted to NYSDEC by June 1st
each year. As required by the State, the report shall be placed as an agenda item for public
discussion with a copy made available on Scarsdale’s website with additional filings in the
offices of the Village Clerk and Village Engineer. This year’s report was prepared with
assistance from consultant engineer Dolph Rotfeld Engineering P.C. with input provided by
Public Works, Building, Engineering and Administrative staff. Highlights of the Village’s
storm water management program are as follows:
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A. Minimum Measure 1 – Public Education and Outreach: This category is
designed to inform the public about negative impacts to the Village’s stormwater
system. The Village meets the goals of this minimum measure through use of
the electronic kiosk in the lobby of Village Hall, placement of stormwater related
posters in the billboards within the community, informative pamphlets and flyers
placed in the Village Hall lobby and annual mailings to 5,600 residents from the
Sanitation Division of Public Works.
B. Minimum Measure 2 – Public Involvement/Participation: This minimum
measure takes the next step in education, and gets the public involved with
stormwater improvement. In 2020, qualifying activities such as scout day and
community cleanups were suspended due operating and fiscal constraints
presented by the COVID-19 pandemic. However, this presentation of the
Annual MS-4 Report and open discussion before the Village Board of Trustees is
another form of public participation.
C. Minimum Measure 3 – Illicit Discharge Detection and Elimination:
Under this category, the Village of Scarsdale documents the annual inspections
of its stormwater outfalls. The Village has 44 outfalls in the Mamaroneck,
Hutchison River Valley and Bronx River Valley watersheds which are mapped
and are part of a GIS data set. During this reporting period, Village Engineering
staff inspected and screened 36 of the 44 documented outfalls for abnormal dry
weather flows and required maintenance. During this report period, there was
one illicit discharge identified involving sanitary sewage waste waters that was
discovered and mitigated by Village DPW staff. The incident involved a sanitary
sewer blockage and subsequent manhole overflow onto a local roadway.
D. Minimum Measure 4 – Construction Site Stormwater Runoff Control:
Projects that result in a disturbance of more than one acre of land require a
permit from the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation.
All applications for such permits are submitted to the Village Engineer for
review and acceptance prior to submission to the State. During this reporting
period, 4 new permitted projects in the Village have been authorized for
disturbance of more than one acre and 7 other active projects continued to
operate under State permits issued in the previously reported period.
E. Minimum Measure 5 – Post Construction Stormwater Management:
Stormwater management systems that are installed as part of a State permit must
be mapped and regularly maintained. The Village complies with this measure
with documented maintenance for areas such as George Field Park, Cooper
Green, and South Fox Meadow watersheds. Sediment and debris that is
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collected in these areas are removed and properly disposed of. The restoration
of the George Field Park over this past winter is an example of compliance of
this minimum measure.
F. Lastly, Minimum Measure 6 – Stormwater Management for Municipal
Operations: This last category is often referred to a municipality’s
“housekeeping program”. Under this minimum measure, the Village reported
that 16 acres of parking lots were swept and maintained, 773 miles of street
pavements were swept, and 546 municipal catch basins were inspected and
cleaned.
This concludes the summary of this year’s report. As mentioned earlier, Village staff
will finalize the document and submit to the State by June 1st with final copies being made
available on our website. If anyone has any questions, please let me know.”
Village Manager Pappalardo thanked Village Engineer Goessl for the update on this
year’s work which was challenging due to COVID-19, but it still managed to get done.
Village Manager Pappalardo moved to his next report regarding the gasolinepowered leaf blower ban, and how the Village is moving forward with that.
“As reported earlier by Mayor Veron at the April 13th Village Board meeting, the
previous ban on gasoline-powered leaf blowers was amended by local law on March 23rd to
expand the prohibition effective May 01, 2021. Specifically, gas powered blowers are now
banned from May 01, 2021, through September 30, 2021. From October 01, 2021, through
December 31, 2021, blowers can be used Monday through Friday, excluding federal
holidays. The law includes further restrictions for the year 2022 and beyond. Property
owners are referred to the Village website for more detailed information in this regard.
Property owners and landscapers should also note that electric leaf blowers continue to be
authorized year-round.
Importantly, if you use a landscaper, please be sure the company is aware of the new
law and complies when performing work on your property. In consultation with the Village
Attorney and Village Court Prosecutor, property owners are equally responsible for
compliance, meaning that an observed violation will result in a warning notice and/or
summons to the equipment operator, landscaping company for which the operator is
employed, and the property owner. We hope this comprehensive enforcement methodology
helps to educate all responsible parties reducing the frequency of violations moving forward.
During May 2021, the first month of the new regulations, enforcement personnel
will issue warnings, including a door hanger and landscaper handout, each featuring
a front and back side, and further endeavor to educate landscapers and property owners
about the amendments to our local law restricting the use of gas-powered leaf blowers.
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However, individuals not complying with a warning, as well as repeat violators, are subject to
receiving a summons this month.
To report a violation of the gas-powered leaf blower ban, on a Monday through
Friday between 9:00 AM and 5:00 PM, please call the Building Department at (914) 7221140. At any other time, please report the violation to the Scarsdale Police Department nonemergency number, (914) 722-1200.
Additionally, I can report tonight to the Board that we have temporarily filled the
need for a daily enforcement officer. We are training and utilizing the services of a full-time
DPW employee, currently unable to perform his job due to injury, but has been cleared to
enforce the leaf blower ban through our transitional duty or what is commonly referred to as
“light” duty program. Additionally, our permanent part-time Code Enforcement Officer will
rejoin the effort on June 1st when he has a new set of hours pursuant to the Westchester
County Civil Service rules. Coupled with the Police Department’s efforts we should have a
daily field presence to enforce the new gas-powered blower ban for the time being.”
Trustee Crandall thanked Village Manager Pappalardo for taking the enforcement of
the gas leaf blower ban so seriously and finding a way to enforce it. She stated that most
likely the residents will not notice the lack of noise, but for those paying attention, she is sure
everyone is happy.
Village Manager Pappalardo stated that he is glad the Village was able to work it out
and that they are going to do what they need to do to enforce the law and educate the
residents and landscapers.
Village Manager Pappalardo next stated that, “I wish to update the Board and
community tonight on the progress of the Middle School Comfort Station Project. As
previously reported, the Village applied for a NYS Grant through the State's
Dormitory Authority, with the support of Assemblywoman Amy Paulin. We were
informed recently that the grant is progressing through the Ways and Means
Committee, however there is nothing definitive at this time. These Dormitory
Authority grants are reimbursable, meaning that the Grantee funds the work and
submits the necessary receipts and claim forms to the State seeking reimbursement for
the completed work through the grant proceeds. This being the case and
understanding that there is a construction window over the upcoming summer months
during school recess, staff was concerned with starting the project prior to receiving a
decision from the State on the grant application, and risking forfeiting the opportunity
for grant reimbursements should the Village be successful with our application.
DPW Superintendent Coleman recently reached out to the NYS Dormitory
Authority for clarification, and the Grants Administrator confirmed that expenses
associated with the project are eligible for reimbursement from the date a completed
application was submitted and accepted by the Authority. This date for the Village's
grant application is January 25, 2021.
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As such, any construction work commencing prior to a successful grant award,
would in fact be reimbursable and the Village can commence construction at the Middle
School this summer without this concern.
As a reminder, the project consists of Village Facilities Maintenance staff
constructing a single pavilion style structure with footings, a concrete slab and
insulated exterior block walls, insulated roof system, plumbing, electrical and HVAC.
The facility would house both male and female bathrooms, space for an attendant,
equipment storage and a utility room.
The Village established a budget of $135,000 for the project in FY2018/19, having
spent $31,000 to date on preliminary engineering, design, and approval submission
documents to the State Education Dept. An additional $50,000 was subsequently
assigned to this capital project using available year-end closeout fund balance. As such
the remaining project funding totals $154,000. As previously mentioned,
staff is currently coordinating with the School Administration on commencing
construction this summer.”
********
Public Hearing
Trustee Whitestone stated that this is a public hearing soliciting community input on
potential projects to submit for funding through the Westchester County Community
Development Block Grant Program. He stated that the Westchester County Planning
Department will be accepting applications from participating consortium members for the
next funding cycle, which includes fiscal years 2022, 2023 and 2024. The public hearing is
part of the process, required by the County, prior to submitting grant applications. The
public hearing is held to solicit public input on potential projects for consideration and
submission for the CDBG funding. The applications for the CDBG program are due by
Friday, June 25, 2021.
Trustee Whitestone stated that Village staff has identified two projects that meet the
requirements for funding through this program as certain upgrades to the Girl Scout House
and the resurfacing rehabilitation of the Girl Scout House parking lot. He reiterated that this
is a public hearing to solicit community input on the best uses for these Community
Development Block Grants and at this time, he moved that the public hearing be opened for
public comment at this time.
Deborah Pekarek, Greenacres Avenue, voiced her support for the project that will
be submitted for work to be done at the Girl Scout House; it seems appropriate and a
wonderful project to enhance the quality of life for seniors and persons with disabilities.
The Village has been vigilant and mindful to present projects that qualify and fulfill the
criteria under the limited clientele category and to seek public input in a timely manner. She
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stated that she is a member of the Community Development Advisory Group and that she is
honored to represent Scarsdale. She stated that she looks forward to any additional public
input.
Robert Harrison, 65 Fox Meadow Road, stated that the project sounds like a
worthy opportunity for Scarsdale and other communities to get certain grants. He asked
Trustee Whitestone if he had any information on other grant applications the Village has
submitted. He noted that the Girl Scout House parking lot is in terrible shape.
Trustee Whitestone deferred to the Village Manager Pappalardo on any background
on this project and noted that there is a memo that's attached to the agenda that addresses a
little more about the specific repairs and upgrades.
Village Manager Pappalardo stated that the CDBG Grants are applied for on a threeyear cycle; the Village recently received money for work at the 2 Drake Road home opposite
Village Hall for some work that was necessary. There is a family that has been living there
long term in conjunction with an agreement with Westchester County Social Services. Mr.
Pappalardo continued, stating that over the years, the Village has had CDBG funding to
improve the exterior of the Wayside Cottage, and Assistant Village Manager Richards was
successful in securing a grant to make necessary repairs to the Village Hall elevator. It is
hoped that this work will get started and completed this year. Several years ago, a grant was
received to replace the tile roof on the Historic Scarsdale train station.
Village Manager Pappalardo stated that the Village is happy to participate in this
program and has been able to receive some funds, so they do hope that they can get some
money to do some work in the Girl Scout House which certainly needs the work.
Regarding Mr. Harrison’s comment about the condition of the Girl Scout House
parking lot, Village Manager Pappalardo stated that this will be part of the grant application,
and that hopefully, if the application is successful, the work will be done.
Trustee Crandall added that for the record, and for the public’s information, the
Scarsdale Advisory Council on Scarsdale Senior Citizens discussed this grant opportunity
with Assistant Village Manager Richards and the Council is in support of the proposed
improvements to the Girl Scout House, as well as the parking lot. Additionally, the Council
on People with Disabilities Chair Marian Green also voiced her support for this effort.
Trustee Crandall noted that the Scarsdale Chinese Association Senior Group also
used the Girl Scout House extensively before the pandemic. There is quite a bit of need for
these improvements.
As there were no further public comments, Trustee Whitestone closed the public
comment portion of the public hearing.
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Trustee Arest entered a motion to close the public hearing, seconded by Trustee
Whitestone and carried by a unanimous vote.
********
Public Comment
Mayor Veron opened public comment at this time, noting that there is a five-minute
limit on comments, and Assistant to the Village Manager Katzin will indicate the clock on
the screen when the speaker’s time is running low.
Robert Harrison, 65 Fox Meadow Road, thanked Mayor Veron for her comments
earlier and thanked Village Manager Pappalardo for the details he gave on the comfort
station project.
Mr. Harrison urged residents to sign up to purchase tennis permits for this upcoming
season.
Mr. Harrison noted that he has been a strong proponent to have a lower tax rate
increase for residents, and rather than close to 3% it should have been 2% or less, or at least
two and a half percent. He stated that he wanted to focus on page 38 of the budget which
shows the unassigned fund balance. He stated that during discussion of the budget and the
tax rate, it looks like there is a 12.1% unassigned fund balance and this is just about in the
middle of the 10 to 15% where that number should be. When the budget was discussed in
March, the unassigned fund balance as a percentage was at 11.6% so he assumed that extra
dollars have been received from the taxes and other areas. He asked if the Village Treasurer
would comment on this.
Mayor Veron stated that the Board will collect all public comments, and if at the
conclusion of public comments, the Board can answer any questions right away, they will do
so. If not, they will respond when they have the information available.
Thomas Schroeter, 172 Fox Meadow Road, stated that he would like to ask a few
questions that should be considered regarding leaf pickup. He asked how many households
of the 5,500 households in Scarsdale do their own yard work or remove their own leaves.
His second question is, what is the current average cost of landscaping per household and
what would the estimated cost increase be with the changes that are being made within the
Village. His third and fourth questions are what would be the cost savings per home be by
cutting the leaf pickup service, and would the Village still vacuum its own leaves, or would it
be outsourced. He also stated that he would like to know if leaf pickup could be a taxpayer
option, whereas the residents who do their own leaves could have the Village pick up their
leaves. In his case, mulching in place is not an option. He stated that he has far too many
leaves to be able to mulch in place.
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Mayor Veron thanked Mr. Schroeter for his comments and stated that they might be
able to answer his questions at the conclusion of public comment.
As there was no further public comment offered at this time, Mayor Veron thanked
Mr. Schroeter again for engaging in the conversation on the fall leaf collection program. She
stated that they are just beginning the community discussion and that he asked very
important questions. She stated that Trustee Crandall is the Chair of the Sustainable and
Municipal Services pillar that will be examining the infrastructure and that she was sure that
she will take those questions into consideration.
Mayor Veron stated that in regard to the questions concerning the number of
households that do their own leaves or cost of landscaping and the increase in landscaping
costs, as well as the cost savings are questions that are premature because they do not have
that data and an analysis has not been done. The one question about whether the Village
would be vacuuming leaves or if it would be outsourced, this again may be a premature
question. She asked the Village Manager if he could answer any of these questions at this
time.
Village Manager Pappalardo stated that he did not think that they were in a position
to answer those questions. Mr. Schroeter could submit his questions and his contact
information where information can be sent to him when it is available. Mr. Schroeter should
send his questions to manager@scarsdale.com. As the Village goes through the process of
investigation into this issue, they should be able to respond to his questions. However, he
did state that the Village will either vacuum the leaves at the curb or they will not be doing it
at all. There will be no in-between. To collect leaves from only certain homes is not a
possibility. It will be either a bag program or some hybrid of a bag program if the leaves are
not vacuumed.
Trustee Crandall thanked Mr. Schroeder for his comments this evening. She stated
that this is an issue that the Board is going to give a lot of thought and study to. People have
different types of properties and the Board is sensitive to that. She noted that a few years
ago, when the Village embarked on the mulching in place program, the Village started
mulching leaves in place in Village parks. She stated that she hoped that the Village’s
subcontractors are mulching the leaves in place because it does improve the soil structure,
and naturally fertilizes.
She stated that if anyone has any questions, they can reach out to her at
lcrandall@scarsdale.com, and her cell phone number is 914-874-3779. She invited any
Scarsdale residents to contact her with their concerns surrounding this issue. She stated that
this issue was considered by the Village Board in 2014, and now they are looking at this
again because they have been asked to by residents and civic groups to do so.
Michelle Sterling, Brayton Road, stated that several years ago, the Village started
mulching on all Village properties. The Village saved over 20%; the contract costs were
lower when the Village switched to mulch mowing because it is a cheaper process. Year
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after year, the Village has saved the taxpayers a significant amount of money because they
made the switch. Not only are we doing the right thing for the environment, we're helping
our soil and we're helping our properties. However, we are also saving money, so it's been a
triple win for the Village all around.
Mayor Veron thanked Ms. Sterling for her comments and stated that for those
residents that do not know, Ms. Sterling is the Chair of the Conservation Advisory Council.
Mayor Veron then asked Village Treasurer Scaglione to address Mr. Harrison’s
comments.
Village Treasurer Scaglione stated that the fund balance is a cumulative number that
rolls forward, so the reason that the amount for the unassigned fund balance that's in the
adopted budget is different from what he saw in the tentative budget is because she updated
her year-end projections. She had gone through all of the changes that she needed in the
year-end projections; there were some revenues that came in higher, and there were some
expenses that came in differently. It is the cumulative effect as to how the fund balance
calculation works.
Mayor Veron thanked Village Treasurer Scaglione, and as there were no further
comments offered by the public, she closed the public comment portion of the meeting at
this time.
********
Trustee Liaison Reports
Trustee Arest reported as liaison to the Library, stating that, “It was a wonderful
ribbon cutting event on Friday, May 7th at the Scarsdale Public Library! The gathering
included current and former Mayors, Trustees, Village staff, Library Board members past
and present, as well as Westchester delegates. It was a joyful moment for all and a great
morning to celebrate this public private partnership.
As covid rates continue to fall, the Scarsdale Public Library continues to expand
hours and services. Patrons can now stay in the main areas of the library for up to 2 hours,
in which they can browse, read or study. The Children’s Room is still appointment-only, but
they are allowing up to 5 families at a time for 45-minute visits. The library also added hours
and are now open 1 pm -8 pm Monday and Wednesday, and 11 am -4 pm Tuesday,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
This weekend, the Friends of the Scarsdale Library are inviting the community to
the “Love Our Library-Spring Celebration” on May 15th. Several fun child-friendly activities
including:


Educational presentations by the Weinberg Nature Center
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Motorized boat racing at Library Pond
Bollywood dance classes by Mayura Dance Academy
Tours of the Hindsight is 2020 Art Exhibit. The exhibit features local artwork
inspired by the pandemic and attendees can sign up for tours at the event and more.
Spaces are still available. Check the library website for more.”

Trustee Arest noted that the signup is at the library website, it is $35 per family and
that is just to offset the cost of the event. He stated that space is limited. The last time slot
which is 2 pm – 4 pm is already booked and filled, but the two previous time slots, from
10 am to 12 pm, and 12 pm to 2 pm both have availability. Those interested can get their
passes online and pick up the parking passes and wristbands at Village Hall. He stated that it
is also possible to just walk up to the event and participate and pay the $35. However, he
stated that if you plan to do this you should check ahead of time as there are those time slots
that are already booked. Hopefully, everyone will get participate.
********
Trustee Crandall stated that there is another Aging in Place Program this Monday,
May 17th in the Village Center tent. The topic is ‘Three Easy Ways to Boost Brain Health”.
Lisa Finer, Co-founder of Sharp Again Naturally will be leading a discussion on ways to
improve brain health through sleep nutrition and fitness. This is a free public event on
Monday, May 17th from 1-2 pm under the Village Center tent. For more information, please
contact Mary Ellen Saenger, Aging in Place Coordinator at 914-723-3281, or email
msaenger@sfcsinc.org. She thanked the Scarsdale Business Alliance for working in
partnership with the Aging in Place program to make this possible.
********
Trustee Lewis
Upon motion entered by Trustee Lewis, and seconded by Trustee Crandall, the
following resolution regarding Acceptance of a Gift from the Conservation Advisory Council in
Honor of John Auerbacher was approved by a unanimous vote:
WHEREAS, members of the Scarsdale Conservation Advisory Council (CAC) are
desirous of gifting a plaque and Red Oak tree to the Village of
Scarsdale in memory of John Auerbacher, a long-time resident of
Scarsdale and devoted member of the CAC; and
WHEREAS, in consultation with the Friends of Scarsdale Parks, the
Superintendent of Parks, Recreation and Conservation determined
that Aspen Park would benefit from placement of the new Red Oak,
having also noted the significance attached to one of Mr.
Auerbacher’s many meaningful Conservation Advisory Council
contributions, an Aspen Park tree survey; and
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WHEREAS, the Red Oak, Quercus rubra, is distinguished from other trees by its
broad trunk, similar in many ways to John’s broad shoulders, which
carried the weight of our obligations to future generations, its large
branches, suggesting John’s collaborative spirt and efforts to reach
out to others, and its impressive stature, reflecting the CAC’s
admiration and respect for John as an individual, friend, and
colleague; and
WHEREAS, in recognition of John’s durable conservation legacy, his tireless
efforts to collaborate with others in support of the environmental,
public health, and overall quality of life needs of current and future
generations of Scarsdalians, a plaque will be placed at the base of the
Red Oak, featuring the inscription, “In Memory of John Auerbacher,
Scarsdale Conservation Advisory Council Member, Nature’s advocate
who led by example, showing us how to be kind to the Earth”; and
WHEREAS, the estimated value of the plaque and tree together is $730.82 and,
pursuant to Policy #106, Gifts to the Village of Scarsdale, of the
Village of Scarsdale Administrative Policies & Procedures Manual,
acceptance of all gifts valued at $500 or greater must be approved by
the Village Board of Trustees; now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED, that the Village Board of Trustees hereby accepts the gift of $730.82
and hereby authorizes planting of a Red Oak tree with accompanying
plaque at Aspen Park in honor of John Auerbacher; and be it further
RESOLVED, that the Board of Trustees hereby extends their appreciation to the
Conservation Advisory Council for their lasting acknowledgement of
John Auerbacher’s steadfast commitment to community
sustainability.
********
Trustee Crandall stated that she had the pleasure of knowing Mr. Auerbacher and
that she also worked with him when she was liaison to the Conservation Advisory Council.
She stated that he would be quite happy with the selection of the red oak; it's not only a
native species, but it's also one that's known to really do more than its job in supporting our
food web. She stated that there's a book by entomologist Douglas Tallamy called Bringing
Nature Home that covers this subject.
Trustee Crandall stated that if Mr. Auerbacher were listening to her now she is sure
he would be smiling – he will be missed; he really was quite a wonderful person and he
added a lot to the Conservation Advisory Council’s many efforts.
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Mayor Veron thanked Trustee Veron for honoring John Auerbacher’s memory.
********
Trustee Brew
Upon motion entered by Trustee Brew and seconded by Trustee Crandall, the
following resolution regarding an Appointment to the Advisory Council on Communications
was approved by a unanimous vote:
WHEREAS, in accordance with the Constitution of the Advisory Council on
Communications, said Council shall consist of 12 members
appointed by the Village Board for two-year terms; and
WHEREAS, a vacancy currently exists on said Council; and
WHEREAS, at their work session on May 04, 2021, the Village Board reviewed
and discussed the qualifications of candidate member Kerry Hayes
and herein recommends that Ms. Hayes be appointed to the Council
effective immediately for a term ending on April 3, 2023; now,
therefore, be it
RESOLVED, that Kerry Hayes, 3 Lenox Place, is herein appointed to the Advisory
Council on Communications for a term effective immediately and
ending April 3, 2023, or until such time a successor is appointed.
********
Upon motion entered by Trustee Brew, and seconded by Trustee Crandall, the
following resolution regarding Authorization to Execute a Collective Bargaining Agreement
with Civil Service Employees Association (CSEA), Local 1000 AFSCME, AFL-CIO,
Westchester Local 860 Representing Village Hall Employees, was approved by the vote
indicated below:
WHEREAS, the Village of Scarsdale (“Village”) and Civil Service
Employees Association (“CSEA”), Local 1000 AFSCME,
AFL-CIO, Westchester Local 860 representing CSEA Village
Hall employees (“Union”) are parties to a Collective
Bargaining Agreement that expired on May 31, 2018; and
WHEREAS, changes to the terms and conditions of employment were
agreed upon by the parties for the period of June 1, 2018
through and including May 31, 2022 and placed in the form
of a Memorandum of Agreement (“Agreement”) dated April
29, 2021 attached hereto and made part hereof; and
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WHEREAS, the Union membership is scheduled to vote on May 6, 2021
on ratification of the terms and conditions contained in the
Agreement; and
WHEREAS, the Village of Scarsdale Board of Trustees convened on April
27 and May 4, 2021 to hear from the Human Resources
Director and Labor Counsel and discuss the terms and
conditions of the Agreement; now therefore be it
RESOLVED, that the Memorandum of Agreement between the Village and
the Union dated April 29, 2021 regarding the terms and
conditions of employment for the period June 1, 2018
through and including May 31, 2022 is hereby approved; and
be it further
RESOLVED, that the Village Manager and Human Resources Director are
hereby authorized to execute a Collective Bargaining
Agreement for the period June 1, 2018 through and including
May 31, 2022 between the Village and the Union
incorporating the terms and conditions of said Memorandum
of Agreement.
AYES
Trustee Ahuja
Trustee Arest
Trustee Brew
Trustee Crandall
Trustee Lewis
Trustee Whitestone
Mayor Veron

NAYS
None

ABSENT
None

********
Written Communications
None.
********
There being no further business to come before the Board, the meeting was
adjourned at 8:47 P.M. by a motion entered by Trustee Crandall, seconded by Trustee Ahuja,
and carried by a unanimous vote.
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RESOLUTION RE:

AUTHORIZATION TO EXECUTE A SOFTWARE
LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR NEW WORLD
SYSTEMS EXPANSION MODULES

WHEREAS,

since 1990, the Village has relied upon the New World Systems enterprise
resource planning solution Logos, comprised of Finance, Human
Resources, and Utility Billing modules, to organize key business
information and support mission critical tasks and reporting; and

WHEREAS,

Tyler Technologies purchased New World Systems in 2015, having
sharpened the focus on current and emerging local government needs and
continually applying best practices in business intelligence to simplify
reporting, analysis, and financial trending, leading to a user-friendly and
powerful ERP solution supported by the system’s highly adaptable
Microsoft.NET foundation, SQL Server Reporting Service (SSRS)
functionality, and Microsoft Analysis Services; and

WHEREAS,

as one strategy under the Technology Pillar of the Village’s Strategic and
Financial Planning Framework, staff researched opportunities withing our
financial and human resources software capabilities to increase operational
efficiencies, reduce transaction cycle times, improve the quality and
accuracy of our reporting, and deliver improved internal customer
experiences through enabling self-service opportunities, having
determined that a combination of baseline tracking and reporting needs,
automation of manual processes, and other gains could be realized through
incremental expansion of the New World ERP modules, as further detailed
and discussed in the attached staff memorandum; and

WHEREAS,

the proposed software expansion modules, user licenses, and
implementation costs total $45,110, with an additional $4,446 in annual
recurring maintenance and licensing fees in year two and thereafter, which
the staff review team, comprised of representatives from the Treasurer’s
Office, Human Resources, Information Technology, and Manager’s Office
recommend approving; now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED,

that the Village Manager and Village Attorney are herein authorized to
execute a Software License and Service Agreement, to include final
software, license and implementation costs as identified in the May 7,
2021 memorandum from the Village Treasurer, attached hereto and made
a part hereof, with Tyler Technologies, 5101 Tennyson Parkway, Plano,
TX 75024, in the amount of $45,110 plus $4,446 in recurring annually
adjusted software fees, and be it further

RESOLVED,

that, $29,091 be funded through existing balances in the Capital Fund
Project Account # H-1997-961 2021-100 Computer Equipment, with the
balance of $16,019 charged to the Information Technology FY 20/21

General Fund Operating Account A-1680-MIS-SFTSP-400 499 and be it
further

RESOLVED,

that any resulting deficit in said Information Technology Budget resulting
from this previously unbudgeted purchase shall be addressed through the
annual fiscal year-end line-item balancing resolution to be submitted to the
Village Board this spring.

Submitted by:
Date:
For:

Village Manager
May 19, 2021
May 25, 2021

Village of Scarsdale

Memorandum
Treasurer’s Office
To:
Cc:
From:
Date:
Re:

Stephen M. Pappalardo, Village Manager
Chris O’Brien
Ann Scaglione, Village Treasurer and Rob Cole, Deputy Village Manager
May 7, 2021
New World Modules and Laserfiche Utilization

As a follow up to our meeting of May 5, I submit this memo for your consideration for
approval of New World and Laserfiche technology purchases, totaling $80,130. The
recommendations are strongly supported by the Treasurer’s Office, Human Resources,
Information Technology, and DVM Cole. The team also views the recommendations as
consistent with guidance provided by the Technology Advisory Committee.
New World Enhancements
In our efforts to update and streamline internal processes, we would like to implement eSuite
functionality in New World. The eSuite technology provides functionality in a variety of
areas of New World, giving our employees access information and the ability initiate
transactions.
The proposed upgrades enable the following key benefits, among others:







Employees enrolled in direct deposit will be able to receive an email with their
paystub, rather than a hard copy.
Employees will have access to pay history, accrual time, payroll deductions, yearend
tax statements. Essentially any information on their payroll record that we would
like our employees to access.
We can automate the process of employees requesting leave time, as well as have an
automated workflow approval.
Employees will have the ability to enter timesheet information, assisting the
department representatives that currently track and enter this information manually.
Benefit administration may be streamlined with the employee able to view
information, request changes; again to be processed with defined workflow.

The $45,110 cost for this functionality is comprised of the following components:
1. Financial eSuite Base - this module is needed as the starting point for any eSuite
functionality. The base cost of this module is $4,500, and a one-time
implementation cost of $2,800. Implementation costs are estimated based on the
number of hours for set up and staff training. We are only billed for actual time used
and the contract will be managed to minimize costs while delivering needed

functionality.
2. Payroll/Human Resources eSuite Modules – these components will enable the
items listed above, as well as many more options, each of which can be controlled
internally, providing flexibility to offer a variety of information and functionality.
The total software cost for these modules is $11,060, and a one-time implementation
cost of $12,600.
3. Unlimited User Licenses – we have current employees that are not able to access
areas of the system that would allow them to assist residents, so additional licenses
are needed. Securing Unlimited User Licenses would eliminate the need to restrict
employees from accessing our system. The cost was previously $7,000 and has been
reduced to $5,250.
4. Professional Services – implementation hours are necessary to maximize utility of
our investment. In particular, these hours will be used to support operational
streamlining and enhanced compliance with procedures; set up procedures to allow
for electronic payment to vendors; and, to integrate digitized documents between
New World and Laserfiche. The total estimate for this professional time is $8,900.
The attached quote itemizes the cost of each module, the estimated implementation hours,
and the annual maintenance fee. Please note, implementation hours are only billed when
used and we will appropriately manage associated activities for cost control. The quote
includes a negotiated 20% discount on the software and a 25% discount for the Unlimited
Users Licenses.
Once this purchase is approved, New World would be able to start this project within one
month. I am also requesting authorization for Laserfiche enhancements, as detailed in the
following section.
Laserfiche Enhancements
The Village has had Laserfiche installed and operational for the past ten years, but it is
underutilized. We currently have 16 User Licenses, primarily serving the Building,
Assessor’s, and Treasurer’s offices.
The proposed upgrades enable the following key benefits, among others:


Laserfiche offers secure document retention, which will enable us to streamline
processes and manage documents in accordance with NYS retention policies.



Laserfiche is a powerful product that has the ability to interface with New World, as
well as or recently implemented Microsoft Office 365.



Provides a uniform, cost-effective, and efficient tool for our digitization efforts.

The $35,020 total cost for the needed functionality is comprised of the following
components:

1. More Licenses – increase the number of Laserfiche User Licenses from 16 to 36.
We need to give our employees the tools to allow for use of this technology. The
cost for each User License is $732, resulting in a one-time cost of $14,640.
2. Laserfiche Forms Module – this technology allows for the creation of fillable and
trackable forms, making processes quicker, more efficient and freeing up staff time
to allow for meaningful tasks. This module allows for electronic workflow and
approvals. The Forms Module has a one-time cost of $11,830 and an annual
maintenance of $3,650.
3. Professional Services – to maximize our efficiencies, it is important to train our
users. The cost of training is $1,150 per day, and we are recommending two days.
All training will be done remotely; sessions will be recorded for distribution and two
full days will allow coordination of schedules and provide time for employees to ask
questions regarding their needs. Training also provides our employees with the
ability to see system functionality and will spark ideas for further application.
4. Process Mapping and Electronic Workflow Setup – this dimension of
professional services, including training and translation of observed best practices to
our local operations, is billed at the cost of $1,250 per day, with five days
recommended. Once trained, staff will be capable of programming workflows
consistent with without support. I think this investment will allow us to reach may
quick fixes that will encourage future use and application. We could greatly benefit
from the experience these professionals have achieved in similar office
environments.
Once this purchase is approved, Laserfiche would be able to increase licenses immediately
and start this project within a month.
Summary
As we continue to maximize utilization of our existing software systems and capturing expanded
benefits through new modules, as well as introduce new software systems to support our unmet
needs, we need to be cognizant of the supporting training needs.
To illustrate, and to maximize both employee productivity and our investment in Microsoft
Office 365, we should consider offering employee training on the recently launched software. Our
Director of IT is researching possible offerings and will be present a proposal once his research is
complete.
The proposals presented for your consideration in this memo include an adequate level of training,
including empowering staff to program workflows without consultant support. For your
convenience, a table summarizing costs in connection with the New World and Laserfiche
proposals is provided on the next page.

Application

One Time
Cost

Recurring
Cost

New World
Financial eSuite

7,300

810

23,660

2,691

User Licenses

5,250

945

Project Implementation

8,900 -

Payroll/HR eSuite Modules

Total - New World

45,110

4,446

Laserfiche
User Licenses

14,640

Training

2,300

Professional Servcies

6,250

Forms Module
Total - Laserfiche
Total

11,830

3,650

35,020

3,650

80,130

8,096

Funding in the amount of $29,091 has been identified in the Capital Fund, project 2021-100
Computer Equipment. I am recommending the balance of the funding to be sourced from the
General Fund operating budget. As funds are not budgeted, this would impact the current year
operating results.
Please feel free to contact me with any questions or comments. Thank you.

RESOLUTION RE:

WAGE INCREASES FOR DEPARTMENT HEADS
AND NON-UNION PERSONNEL

WHEREAS,

the Village Board of Trustees (Village Board) has traditionally adopted
annual salary increases for department heads and other non-union
personnel not represented by collective bargaining agreements; and

WHEREAS,

in the recent past, the Village Board has approved an approximate 2%
increase for department heads and other non-union personnel, while also
providing discretionary authority to the Village Manager relative to certain
salary adjustments for employee retention purposes; and

WHEREAS,

the State of New York has been persistent with its policy to control the
growth of local property taxes having adopted legislation making the 2%
property tax cap permanent; and

WHEREAS,

Changes to the Federal Tax Code reducing and capping the State and
Local Income Tax (SALT) exemptions have also adversely impacted
many Scarsdale homeowners; and

WHEREAS,

in sensitivity of these developments and their effect on Scarsdale
residents, Village Budgets over the past several years, including the
recently adopted fiscal year 2021-2022 Budget, have been prepared to
reflect these impacts by staying close or within the annual tax levy cap,
while maintaining current levels of services; and

WHEREAS

a planned 2% increase for the non-union employees was removed from the
FY 2020-2021 Tentative Budget just prior to adoption, due to the onset of
COVID-19 and the associated fiscal and budgetary impacts and future
concerns; and

WHEREAS,

during the early stages of the FY2021-2022 Budget process, the Village
Board expressed their desire to include a 2% wage increase for the Village
department heads and other non-union personnel, expressing their
gratitude for the staff’s hard work and dedication in maintaining Village
services during the pandemic, requiring continual operational and
administrative adjustments as the pandemic progressed, said 2% increase
ultimately included in the final Adopted FY21-22 Budget; and

WHEREAS,

at its May 11, 2021 meeting, the Village Board of Trustees approved a
four-year collective bargaining agreement with the Civil Service
Employee Association (CSEA) – Village Hall Employees, which included
a 2% base salary increase for FY21-22; and

WHEREAS,

in its effort to be sincere, reasonable, and reflective of the current
environment relative to wage increases for its unrepresentative employees,
the Board herein reaffirms its approval of a 2% salary increase for
department heads and non-union employees effective June 1, 2021; now
therefore be it

RESOLVED,

that the Village Board herein approves a 2% salary increase for
department heads and non-union employees effective June 1, 2021, as well
as any necessary adjustments for employee retention purposes, within the
2021-2022 adopted budget appropriations.

Submitted by:
Date:
For:

Village Manager
May 19, 2021
May 25, 2021

RESOLUTION RE:

APPOINTMENT OF MARRIAGE OFFICER

WHEREAS,

Pursuant to the provisions of Section 11-c of the New York
State Domestic Relations Law, the Mayor may appoint Marriage
Officers authorized to solemnize marriages in the Village of
Scarsdale; and

WHEREAS,

in accordance with the Annual Meeting Resolution dated April 13,
2021, the Mayor appointed two marriage officers, as ratified by the
Village Board of Trustees for two-year terms ending April 03,
2023; and

WHEREAS,

the Mayor is desirous of appointing another marriage officer for a
two-year term retroactive to April 05, 2021, and ending April 03,
2023; and

WHEREAS,

Marc Samwick, 204 Mamaroneck Road, Scarsdale, NY 10583, has
expressed interest in serving in this capacity; now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED,

that Marc Samwick, 204 Mamaroneck Road, is hereby appointed
as a Marriage Officer effective retroactively to April 05, 2021, and
ending April 03, 2023; and be it further

RESOLVED,

that as Marriage Officer, Marc Samwick shall receive no
compensation for performing his duties.

Submitted by:
Date:
For:

Mayor Jane Veron
May 18, 2021
May 25, 2021

RESOLUTION RE:

AUTHORIZATION TO ENTER INTO A SERVICE
AGREEMENT FOR SMOKE TESTING OF
SANITARY SEWERS

WHEREAS,

to investigate and resolve sources of inflow and infiltration (I&I) into our
sewer system, which contributes to excess flows during storm events and
increases the likelihood of adverse events such as overflows and the
stressing of sewer treatment plant capacity, the Village of Scarsdale
initiated necessary Sanitary Sewer Evaluation Studies, ramped up its
Capacity, Management, Operation, and Maintenance (CMOM) program,
and funded significant public infrastructure rehabilitation work, having
first focused primarily on our Mamaroneck Sewer District infrastructure,
then expanding to the Hutchinson River Valley District, all necessary
work supporting the Infrastructure, Municipal Services, and Sustainability
Pillar of the Village’s Strategic and Financial Planning Framework; and

WHEREAS,

smoke testing is an important strategy supporting identification of I&I
sources, utilized successfully in our Mamaroneck Sewer District work todate, with unfunded smoke testing still needing to be completed, though
the existing agreement for such services has expired; and

WHEREAS,

On Wednesday, April 07, the Village of Scarsdale distributed a Request
for Proposal (RFP) to eight qualified firms and on due date, May 06, 2021,
four proposals were received, with H2M Architects + Engineers (H2M),
the same firm that completed our Mamaroneck and Hutchinson River
Valley SSES studies, having been the highest rated responsible bidder for
a total cost of $89,900; now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED,

that the Village Manager is hereby authorized to execute the attached
agreement with H2M Engineers & Architects, 1025 Westchester Avenue,
Suite LL01, White Plains, NY 10604, in substantially the same form as to
hereto, and to undertake all administrative acts required pursuant to the
terms of the Agreement; and be it further

RESOLVED,

that the Village Manager is hereby authorized to approve $ 89,900 from
available funds in the identified Sanitary Sewer Capital Budget cost center
accounts H 8120-965 2018-096, 2020-096 & 2021-096, Sanitary SewersSSES Study & CMOM to cover all expenses related to the project.

Submitted by:
Date:
For:

Village Manager
May 18, 2021
May 25, 2021

Village of Scarsdale

Memorandum
Engineering Department
To:
From:
CC:
Date:
Re:

Stephen M. Pappalardo, Village Manager
David A. Goessl, P.E., Village Engineer
Robert Cole, Deputy Village Manager
May 14, 2021
RFP – Smoke Testing of Sanitary Sewers: Recommendation of Contract Award

Inflow and infiltration (I&I), which is defined as the introduction of groundwater and extraneous waters
into a sanitary sewer system during heavy precipitation events, continues to remain a problem for
communities with aging sewers, including Scarsdale, though we continue to make substantial progress in
addressing the issue locally. I&I is problematic as excess water that enters local sanitary sewer pipes, can
cumulatively produce excess flows that overwhelm sewer systems as a whole, causing sewage overflows
into private dwellings and onto public right of ways while also presenting as excess flows at sewer
treatment plants.
When excess flows exceed the handling capacity of sewer treatment plants, the optimum or necessary level
of treatment may not be feasible prior to discharge into open water bodies along Long Island Sound and
the Hudson River, which contribute to environmental degradation and form the basis of regulatory actions
and litigation, including such examples as an Order of Consent filed by the New York State Department of
Conservation against Westchester County and the Save the Sound lawsuit filed against many entities,
including Scarsdale. For several decades, the Village of Scarsdale, along with other Sound Shore
communities, have worked closely with Westchester County Department of Environmental Facilities
(WCDEF) to take necessary steps to remove I&I from local and County sewers; the Westchester County
Sewer Act establishes that a discharge in excess 150 gallons per capita is excessive discharge.
As part of its significant effort to identify and remediate sources of I&I, the Village has performed Sanitary
Sewer Evaluation Studies and undertaken associated public infrastructure rehabilitation work, with the
majority of such effort having thus far been expended in the Mamaroneck Sewer District. We have also
ramped up our village-wide Capacity, Management, Operation, and Maintenance (CMOM) program.
While the work performed in the Mamaroneck District was extensive, there remains a large area that has
yet to be evaluated using smoke testing technology, which is a valuable tool for detecting I&I sources not
identified using other techniques. Approximately 123,000 linear feet, or roughly 80%, of Mamaroneck
District sanitary sewer pipe needs to be smoke tested.
On Wednesday April 07, the Village of Scarsdale distributed a Request for Proposal (RFP) to eight (8)
engineering and other qualified firms that have experience or specialization with performing smoke testing
field work, including the associated technical analysis and report preparation. On the proposal due date,
Thursday, May 06, 2021, four (4) proposals were received. Members of the Engineering and Public works
staff reviewed the proposals independently in reference to the established criteria in the RFP, with proposal
evaluation and selection also discussed as a group. Upon conclusion, the review team unanimously scored
H2M Architects + Engineers (H2M) the highest based upon the scoring criteria. H2M possesses each of

the prerequisite qualifications, including professional experience and project understanding, having
completed SSES studies for the Village in the Mamaroneck Valley and Hutchinson River Sanitary Sewer
Districts.
Due to the need for advance scheduling, public notification involving areas subject to testing, seasonality
for smoke testing work, and need to coordinate with emergency services, it is vital that the Village consider
this contract matter as expeditiously as possible.
The staff review team recommends that the Village enter into a professional services agreement with H2M
Architects + Engineers for a contract amount not to exceed $89,900.00 for the smoke testing and related
tasks, as specified in the RFP. Attached are copies of the proposed contract, Articles of Agreement form,
H2M proposal, and resolution. I respectfully Village Board consideration of the attached resolution at their
meeting on May 26, 2021. The work will be funded using prior appropriations for the SSES and related
work, with H-8120-965 2018-096, H-8120-965 2020-096, and H-8120-965 2021-096 having sufficient
balances to cover the total cost of the proposed H2M contract.

CC:

Jeffrey Coleman, Superintendent of Public Works
Muhammad Khan, Junior Civil Engineer
Michael Caliendo, Junior Civil Engineer

Village of Scarsdale
Professional and Technical Services for
Sanitary Sewer Smoke Testing in the
Mamaroneck Valley Sewer District

Tabulation of Cost Proposals Received
May 6, 2021 @ 4:00PM

Item #

1
2
3
4
5
6

Village Engineer's

H2M Architects + Engineers

Mott MacDonald

Hudson Engineering

National Watermain Cleaning Co.

Estimate

Purchase, NY 10577

Rye Brook, NY 10573

Elmsford, NY 10523

Kearny, NY 07032

Unit of
Measure

Quantity

Unit Price

Extended Price

Unit Price

Extended Price

Unit Price

Extended Price

Unit Price

Extended Price

Unit Price

Extended Price

LF

123,000

$0.45

$55,350.00

$0.30

$36,900.00

$0.60

$73,800.00

$0.70

$86,100.00

$0.80

$98,400.00

Dye Testing - Municipal Source

SETUP

20

$200.00

$4,000.00

$125.00

$2,500.00

$400.00

$8,000.00

$475.00

$9,500.00

$1,200.00

$24,000.00

Dye Testing - Private Source

SETUP

20

$225.00

$4,500.00

$150.00

$3,000.00

$400.00

$8,000.00

$475.00

$9,500.00

$1,800.00

$36,000.00

MPT - Low Traffic Areas

DAY

NonPayment

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

MPT - High Traffic Areas

DAY

15

$2,430.00

$36,450.00

$1,500.00

$22,500.00

$1,200.00

$18,000.00

$1,900.00

$28,500.00

$1,800.00

$27,000.00

LS

1

$20,000.00

$20,000.00

$24,900.00

$24,900.00

$17,200.00

$17,200.00

$19,000.00

$19,000.00

$7,500.00

$7,500.00

Description

Smoke Testing

Engineering, Reporting and Data
Analysis

$120,300.00

Proposal Cost Ranking

---

$89,800.00
#1

$125,000.00
#2

$152,600.00
#3

$192,900.00
#4

VILLAGE OF SCARSDALE
WESTCHESTER COUNTY, NEW YORK
www.scarsdale.com

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL
Professional & Technical Services
For
Sanitary Sewer System Smoke Testing

Proposal Due Date:

Thursday, Thursday, May 6, 2021, 4:00 PM E.S.T.
ATTN: Mr. David A. Goessl, P.E.
Engineering Department
Second Floor, Village Hall
1001 Post Road, Scarsdale, New York 10583

Presubmission
Conference:

There is no formal on site meeting. Prospective firms
are strongly encouraged to make an appointment with the
Village Engineer and Superintendent of Public Works to
evaluate the scope of work.
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GENERAL:
Sealed proposals for providing professional and technical services from qualified firms to perform field
smoke testing for select areas of the Village of Scarsdale’s sanitary sewer system, will be received by
the Village, located at 1001 Post Road, Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583 until 4:00 pm E.S.T. Thursday, Thursday,
May 6, 2021, at which time and place the proposals will be publicly opened and read.
BACKGROUND:
The Village of Scarsdale, Westchester County, New York owns, operates and maintains sanitary sewer
systems in the three sewer districts: Mamaroneck Valley, Bronx River and Hutchinson River Valley.
Each of the respective sewer districts are quantified as the following: 165,135 linear feet with 550
manholes, 273,291 linear feet with 911 manholes and 1,239 linear feet with 41 manholes. All of the
sewer flows are tributary to trunk sewer mains and sanitary sewer treatment plants owned and operated
by Westchester County Environmental Facilities (WCDEF).
An Order of Consent has been filed against Westchester County by New York State Department of
Conservation. The consent order’s basis of claim is non-compliance with the Federal “Clean Water
Act”, New York State’s “Pollutant Discharge Elimination System” permit program and New York State
Environmental Law. Resulting from this consent order, assertions have been made by Westchester
County to local municipalities that on occasions during heavy precipitation events, excessive inflow and
infiltration of ground water enter into the municipal sanitary sewer systems. These increased flows
accumulate throughout each district and ultimately discharge into the County trunk sewer system. The
basis for their findings is the Long Island Sound Sanitary Sewer Districts Flow Monitoring report dated
September, 2012, revised in June of 2013. The report claimed that inflow and infiltration (I & I)
contribute up to 50 percent of flow received by County wastewater treatment plants and with the
continued aging of the sewers, I&I will continue to increase in years to come. The Westchester County
Environmental Facilities Sewer Act defines excessive I/I as follows; “Excessive Infiltration and Inflow
means the quantity of flow entering the County sewer system which is greater than 150 gallons per
capita per day”.
Between 2017 and today’s date, the Village has performed Sanitary Sewer Evaluation Studies and
rehabilitation work to the public infrastructure, particularly in the Mamaroneck Sewer District. While
the work performed in the district was extensive, there remains a large area that has yet to be smoke
tested. The Village has estimated approximately 123,000 linear feet of sanitary sewer pipe in the district
remains to be smoke tested.
PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
At the present time the Village is requesting proposals from qualified firms, experienced with all
aspects of sanitary sewer system smoke testing procedures including but not limited to all field work,
inspections, daily report preparation and presentation of findings for all features that smoked and others
that did not but appear to be suspect in nature. The selected firm shall prepare a work schedule based
upon the location maps provided by the Village and commence all field work between the optimal
months of June and September of 2021 with the presentation of findings and final deliverables by
Friday, October 29, 2021
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SCOPE OF SERVICES:
The scope of work for the Firm is the following:
A. System Identification and Records Review Phases – (10%)
The selected firm shall obtain copies and thoroughly review all necessary plans and maps of the
Village’s sewer districts in paper form, electronic form and GIS form, if available. The Firm
shall secure copies of prior smoke testing results in the Mamaroneck Sewer District from the
2017 SSES study to ensure that there is no duplicity in services that were previously performed
by others. The selected firm shall review all documents necessary to develop a schedule and
draft public notice for distribution by the field crew.
D. Smoke Testing & Field Inspection – (60%)
The firm shall secure all the manpower, equipment and materials necessary to isolate and smoke
test segments of sanitary sewer pipe to identify sources of infiltration and inflow. The work shall
include visually identifying smoke discharges through open connections such as municipal catch
basins, yard drains, driveway drains, roof leaders/gutters, broken/open sanitary sewer cleanout
caps and defective sewer laterals. The firm shall evaluate and confirm suspect fixtures on both
public and private property by preparing inspection records of such fixtures. All of the work
performed in this phase shall include a detailed field report for work performed including videos,
photo logs that are dated stamped. With review and assistance by the Village, the firm shall
prepare and distribute notification flyers to residents and business owners affected by the work
performed.
E. Interpretation and Review of Data Phase – (10%)
The firm shall compile all their field data, measurements, inspections and evaluations to
identify specific sources of inflow, infiltration and defects that are attributable to excessive
sewer flows. The work performed in this phase shall identify both public and private sources
and quantitatively assign specific metrics associated with inflow and infiltration. The firm shall
evaluate and prioritize such defects and determine approximate estimated costs to remedy for
both public and private sources.
F. Preparation of Final Deliverables and Presentation of Findings – (20%)
The firm shall prepare a formal report of findings including all necessary supporting
documentation such as field inspection reports, photo logs, spreadsheets, field sketches, maps
and related. The firm shall meet formally with Village staff once every month to provide
written updates while work is progressing and biweekly in the field to review and discuss
schedule, conflicts and situations that may arise.
Final deliverables shall be in *.PDF format for reports and study including, MS Excel
spreadsheets for data and results, *.JPEG or *.TIFF for photo logs, *.WMV or *.FLV for video
recordings and *.DWG for any AutoCAD maps and GIS data. All of the aforementioned
submittals shall include three bound print copies including the same on USB portable drives.
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Firms submitting proposals must respond in writing to all requirements of this Request for Proposal and
provide a detailed reference sheet(s) and resumes to demonstrate their qualifications to perform this
work. All subcontractors performing work for the Firm shall be qualified to perform such sewer work
in New York State. The Firm and subcontractor crews must supply and wear all required OHSA
protective gear while working in the Village including, but not limited to, fluorescent “blaze” vests,
hardhats, ear plugs, safety glasses, work boots, safety harnesses, confined space entry equipment and
trained personnel if needed.
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CONTRACT REQUIREMENTS:
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1. Definitions of Terms:
The words “Village” & “Owner”, “Vendor” & “Contractor” & “Bidder”, “Firm” & “Specialist” &
“Firm”, “RFP” & “Bid” & “Proposal” and are used synonymously in these specifications.
2. Proposal Compliance:
All proposals shall be submitted in a sealed envelope clearly labeled with the name of the bidder
containing the identifying words “Bid Proposal – Professional and Technical Services – Smoke
Testing of Sanitary Sewers and Related.” All proposals must be addressed and submitted to the
Village of Scarsdale Engineer’s office no later than 4:00 P.M., E.S.T., Thursday, May 6, 2021.
Proposals submitted in unmarked envelopes will not be accepted. However, time permitting, the
Village will accept resubmitted proposals granted they are properly labeled. There is no formal on
site “Pre-submission conference.” However, prospective firms are strongly encouraged to make an
appointment with David Goessl, P.E. at the Village of Scarsdale Engineering Department at (914)
722-1106 Telephone, (914) 722-1103 Fax, or e-mail dgoessl@scarsdale.com review the RFP and go
over any questions.
3. Proposal Form:
Each bid submitted must be written or typed on the attached “Form of Proposal.” Failure to do so
will cause grounds for disqualification. All blank spaces must be filled in with unit costs expressed
in both words and figures. Vendors submitting proposals shall be required to bid on all of the
work called for on the Form of Proposal. It is implied that all unit prices shall dictate the specific
rate of compensation for each phase of work. Factored and included into such unit pricing are all
necessary labor, materials, attendance for meetings, site visits, soft costs and overhead costs. In case
of difference between the stipulated amount of the Proposal written in words and the stipulated
amount written in figures, the stipulated amount stated in words shall govern.
In addition, bidders must include on the proposal form an anticipated timeline in which they can
complete the work. By submitting a proposal in response to this RFP, the firm represents that it is
qualified to perform the work described and has conducted sufficient investigations and research to
understand the requirements of the work requested.
Qualified firms shall submit 3 hard copies of their proposal including USB portable drives
each containing the full submission in *.PDF format. Included with the proposal submission,
firms must submit a technical proposal or narrative outlining their approach for accomplishing the
task called for in this RFP. The Firm shall describe its approach and plans for accomplishing the
work described in the Work Plan and must consist of the following:
-

Cover letter indicating the full name and address of the firm including contact
information,
References for other projects similar in nature including a description of comparable
prior experience,
An organizational chart of the firm and team structure,
Description of management overview and approach to seeing that goals and
objectives are accomplished,
Key team members of the firm including resumes and past experience.
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The estimate of quantities is given in the Form of Proposal are approximate to scope of service
identified for the project and are being given as a basis for the comparison of bids. The Village does
not, expressly or by implication, agree that the actual amount of work will correspond to the
estimate. The Village reserves the right to increase or decrease the amount of any class or
portion of the work or to omit portions of the work.
4. Bid Security and Bond:
There shall be no bid security or bond requirement as requisite to any firm submitting a proposal for
services. However, the selected firm shall be expected to enter into a professional services agreement
and commence project initiation expeditiously upon proposal acceptance by the Village of Scarsdale.
5. Withdrawal of Bids & Proposal:
Bids may be withdrawn in person or by writing by the vendor provided that notice is given during
normal business hours up to two hours before the scheduled bid opening time. Once the bids and
proposals are opened, prices shall remain in effect for the duration of the contract.
6. Acceptance or Rejection:
The Village of Scarsdale reserves the right to reject any or all proposals or to waive any informality
in the proposal, as deemed advisable in the interest of the Village. The Village also reserves the right
to award the contract in whole or part. The Village may reject a proposal in which any unit bid
price, in its judgment appears to be unrealistic or out of balance with known costs or other unit
prices in the proposal. All unit prices and alternate prices shall remain valid for the contract period
and the Village of Scarsdale may elect to accept or reject any item. Bids will not be accepted from
firms which have pleaded guilty to or, otherwise, been convicted of bid rigging or related criminal
charges. Nor will bids be accepted from firms which include a principal or an officer who has
pleaded guilty to or otherwise been convicted of a bid rigging or related criminal charges. Such
bidders are disqualified from bidding on this project.
The Village may reject any proposal where there is substantial evidence that the bidder has
performed previous Village work in willful contravention of the terms and conditions of the
specifications and contract, has delayed such work unnecessarily, and who has by neglect or
indifference performed work so as to cause numerous complaints from and annoyance to property
owners within the vicinity of such work. As cost may play a role in the selection of the Firm, the
final decision on selecting the ideal candidate will be qualification based. The Village will review
all proposals to determine responsiveness and qualifications for each submitting firm. The criteria
used to evaluate responsiveness shall include but not be limited to expertise, capacity to complete
the scope of work, and cost.
Specifically, the Village shall evaluate and grade the proposals received based upon the following
criteria:
-

Familiarity of the project goals and understanding of the work to be completed, and
proposed technical approach (max 20 points),
Experience of the Firm, and proposed sub-Firms, in assignments of similar size, scope and
complexity (max 20 points),
Experience of key personnel in assignments of similar size, scope and
complexity (max 15 points),
The firm’s proposed project organization and financial responsibility,
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-

understanding of the project and interview, if scheduled (max 20 points),
Cost (max 25 points).

The Village will evaluate all of the strengths and weaknesses of a firm and determine a score and
ranking based upon the aforementioned criteria.
7. Bidder’s Qualification:
Each bidder shall be skilled and regularly engaged in the class of work bid upon. He shall carefully
examine this document and all referenced laws, rules, regulations and standards before submitting his
proposal in order that no misunderstanding shall exist in regard to the nature and character of the work
to be done. No bids will be considered from bidders who are unable to show they regularly provide
services of the type herein called for. The Village of Scarsdale may make any investigations it deems
necessary to determine the ability of the bidder to perform the specified work. The bidder shall furnish
to the Village all such information for this purpose as the Village may request. References from
municipalities with projects similar in nature is also encouraged. The Firm must have a minimum of
three years’ experience in providing smoke testing, dye testing and other related services for sewer
system evaluation services for the Scope of Work specified in the Appendix. The firm shall provide a
brief narrative that demonstrates their understanding of the project, and the nature and scope of the
work to be completed.
8. Sub-Contractors:
Firms submitting the proposal must identify all subcontractors in its proposal. In addition to
identifying the subcontractor, the firm must also list, for each subcontractor, the work that each
subcontractor will be assigned for during this study. Each subcontractor shall execute and submit an
agreement to indemnify and hold harmless the Village of Scarsdale, its employees, agents etc. for any
and all claims, demands judgments and cost arising from the any act or omission by the subcontractor
in the performance of their duties. The subcontractor shall also provide insurance evidenced by a
certificate of insurance in the amounts acceptable to the Village Attorney and naming the Village of
Scarsdale as additional insured on said insurance policy. The requirements shall be identical to the
contractor’s requirements specified herein in paragraph 16. Any subcontractor added by the Firm after
contract award, must be approved by the Village pursuant to a written request by the Firm.
9. Familiarity with bid Documents, Site Conditions, and Governing Law:
Each bidder is required to be familiar with all of this document’s terms and conditions in addition to
understanding all federal, state, and local laws, regulations and ordinances regarding performing the
work in accordance to this contract. Failure of the bidder to fully familiarize themselves with
conditions related to these specifications and to the project location for which the work is to be
performed, shall not relieve any bidder from any obligation set forth in this contract.
Specific reference is made to the following sections of the Labor Law and General Municipal Law,
which apply to the work under this contract.
-

General Municipal Law – Section 103-a Grounds for Cancellation of Contract–Refusal to
Testify
General Municipal Law – Section 103-d, re: Non-collusion
General Municipal Law – Section 106-b, re: Payment on Public Works Projects
General Municipal Law – Section 107, re: Claims Against Political Subdivisions
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-

General Municipal Law – Section 108, re: Worker’s Compensation Insurance
General Municipal Law – Section 109, re: Non-assignment of Public Contracts
New York State Labor Law – NYS Article 8 – Public Work

It is expected that bidders, where appropriate, will obtain copies of all necessary maps, flow
monitoring reports, prior SSES studies, correspondences, work plans, and other pertinent
documents.
10. Term of Contract:
Work under this contract is to be completed within timeframe specified from the date of
proposal selection. Once the selected firm has entered into contract with the Village and has begun
work, it is expected that the work shall continue expeditiously until completion. The Village
understands that some of the timing and scheduling of work called for in this contract may be
beyond the control of the selected firm therefore the term of contract may be extended with just
cause. The Village anticipates the following schedule deadlines for each of the phases outlined
above in the Scope of Services section of the Appendix.
As noted above, the smoke testing will be performed primarily throughout the Mamaroneck Valley
Sewer District, which is quantified as the approximately 123,000 linear feet of sanitary pipe ranging
from 8-inch diameter pipe size to 15-inch diameter.
The anticipated schedule for completion of work is the following timeline:
▪

Receipt and evaluation of proposals, review of qualifications of firms
submitting proposals. - middle of May 2021

▪

Signing of contracts, receipt of insurance documents and indemnifications
leading up to a “kickoff meeting” – middle of June 2021

▪

Initial review of documents, preparation of schedules and draft notification
letters. – end of June 2021

▪

Performing of all field work related to smoke testing and field
documentation. – end of June 2021 thru end of September 2021

▪

Submission of final results, report and presentation to the Village staff. –
October 29, 2021

The Village of Scarsdale will require that the selected firm shall not perform private professional
services for Scarsdale property owners and businesses could be presented before the Village in
submission or review for the duration of term of contract. Such an action would be considered a
conflict of interest.
11. Errors, Interpretations, and Addenda:
It is expressly understood that the Village of Scarsdale does not guarantee the accuracy of any data
provided. Should bidders find any omissions, discrepancies or errors in the contract documents or
should any bidder have doubt to the clarity or meaning of any written language, they should
immediately notify the Village of Scarsdale Engineering Department and request an addendum or an
RFI response. Questions regarding these bid specifications may be directed to David Goessl, PE at the
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Village of Scarsdale Engineering Department at (914) 722-1106 Telephone, (914) 722-1103 Fax, or
e-mail dgoessl@scarsdale.com. All answers to questions posed will be responded to by e-mail and
made available to all potential bidders.
12. Payment:
Payment for the contractual services provided herein will be made after fulfillment of each phase of
all required work leading up to final acceptance of the final report and shall include copies of all
final record documents including certified payrolls and approval by the Village Manager of an
executed AIA claim form submitted on company letterhead. A completed IRS Form-W9 shall
accompany the submission for initial payment on contract.
The fee schedule shown on the “Form of Proposal” shall dictate the basis of payment. Five (5%) of
the value of work completed will be withheld on all interim payments until such time as all work
has been completed and accepted by the Village, in accordance with the contract.
13. Termination by the Owner:
If the firm defaults or neglects to carry out the work in accordance with the contract documents or
fails to perform any provision of the contract, the Village of Scarsdale may, after seven days written
notice to the firm and without prejudice to any other remedy the Village may have, make good such
neglect of work and may deduct the cost thereof from the payment due the Firm or may, at its sole
discretion, terminate the contract.
Any violation of the terms, conditions, requirements or performance of the terms of the contract
resulting from this request for proposal shall result in the cancellation of the agreement. The
agreement may be cancelled for any other reason(s) upon thirty (30) days written notice to the
contractor.
14. Post Contract Award Meeting:
After a contract is awarded to the successful bidder(s) for the work described by this document, a
meeting will be held with the Village Engineer, Superintendent of Public Works and Village
Manager, or his designee, to review each contract item prior to the commencement of work.
Specifically, the substantive scope of the meeting will entail the following: a.) administrative
procedures, submission process, change orders, process for project payments etc. b.) Submission of
emergency personnel contact information along with list of field crew members including
superintendent. c.) Preliminary work plan, traffic control, hours/days of operation. d.) Format for
project deliverables, field inspection reports, photolog, sample notification letters etc. e.) Schedule
for progress meetings, project milestones and date for completion.
15. Progress Meetings:
As the firm begins the field work, monthly progress meetings shall be scheduled with Village staff.
The firm shall have their project manager/engineer and representatives from any subcontractors
attend said meeting with Village staff. During these meetings, the firm will present updates on the
work performed, a one month “look ahead” schedule, any requisitions for payment and any other
information relevant to the project. In addition, the firm shall meet with Village staff biweekly in the
field to review schedule, conflicts and other situations that may arise. As the project involves
coordination with affected residents and emergency services personnel, maintaining a firm and
reliable scheduling for this project will be emphasized.
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16. Insurance:
The successful bidder is required to furnish and maintain insurance in the name of the Village of
Scarsdale and its officers. Policies shall include all applicable Worker’s Compensation and
Employers’ Liability Insurance and Unemployment Insurance as required by New York State. Upon
the failure of the Contractor to furnish, deliver and maintain such insurance as above provided, this
contract may, at the election of the Village be forthwith declared suspended, discontinued and
terminated. Failure of the Contractor to take out and maintain any required insurance shall not
relieve the Contractor from any liability under the contract, nor shall this insurance requirement be
construed to conflict with obligations of the Contractor concerning incompleteness. All required
insurance must be in effect and continued during the life of the contract. The required coverage shall
not be less than the following:
-

Workers Compensation
NY State Disability
General Liability
Automobile Liability
“Contractual Liability”
Errors and Omissions

Statutory Requirements
Statutory Requirements
$3,000,000 coverage per occurrence
$1,000,000 coverage per occurrence
Must be printed on the certificate
$1,000,000

The Contractor’s policy shall include:
(a) A contractual “HOLD HARMLESS” endorsement as follows: “The Contractor shall,
during the performance of this work, take all necessary precautions and place proper guards for
the prevention of accident, and shall indemnify and save harmless the Village of Scarsdale, their
employees, officers and agents from all claims, suits, judgements, actions and all damages and
costs including reasonable attorney fees to which they may be put by reason of death or injury to
all persons or property of another resulting from unskillfulness, willfulness, negligence or
carelessness in the performance of the work, or in guarding and protecting the same, or from any
improper methods, materials, implements or appliances used in its performance or construction or
on account of any direct or indirect act or omission by the Village of Scarsdale, or any of their
employees, officers or agents may have directly or indirectly caused or contributes thereto.”
(b) Endorsement that insurance company will give at least thirty (30) days written notice to the
Village of Scarsdale prior to any modification or cancellation of any such policy.
The Contractor shall also take out and maintain during the life of this contract such contingent
property damage and public liability policies in the above amounts as will protect the Village of
Scarsdale, their officials, employees and agents.

Such policies shall include:
(a) An endorsement as to the description of the work and contract number.
(b) An endorsement that the contract will pay the insurance premiums.
(c) An endorsement that the insurance company will give at least ten (10) days written notice
to the Village of Scarsdale prior to modification or cancellation of any such policy.
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Proper certificates of the above-mentioned policies must be submitted prior to the commencement
of any work. All required insurance must be in effect and continued so during the life of the
Contract, at the Contractor’s expense, and is subject to the approval of the Village Attorney as to
adequacy, form and correctness. No work shall commence or payments will be made to the
Contractor until submission and approval of the insurance certificates.
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PROPOSAL FOR
PROVIDING PROFESSIONAL AND TECHNICAL SERVICES FOR THE
SMOKE TESTING OF SANITARY SEWERS AND RELATED
To the Board of Trustees
of the Village of Scarsdale
Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583-4303
Ladies and Gentlemen:
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The undersigned, as Bidder, declares that the only persons interested in this proposal, or the Contract proposed to be
made, as principals, are stated; that this proposal is in all respects made without collusion or fraud; that no person
acting for or employed by the Village of Scarsdale is directly or indirectly interested therein; that he has carefully
examined the Contract Documents and the References pertaining thereto; and he proposes and agrees, if this Proposal
is accepted that he will enter into a Contract with the Village of Scarsdale, in the form of the "Articles of Agreement"
hereto attached to furnish all necessary work, labor, materials, professional services and overhead expenses called
for in the specifications in the manner and within the time prescribed, according to the requirements of the contract
and to the satisfaction of the Engineer delivering free of Federal and State Taxes all or part of the following listed
items and attached submittals:

SCHEDULE OF UNIT PRICES
Item Description & Quantity Unit Bid Cost
Item No. 1

Extended Total

Smoke Testing- Proposal to provide all labor, materials and overhead and costs necessary to isolate
segments of pipe, introduce smoke, inspect for discharge, record and document findings.

123,000 Linear Feet @

per Linear Feet (LF) $

UNIT BID IN WORDS:
Item No. 2

Dye Testing - Municipal Source- Proposal to provide all labor, materials and overhead and costs
necessary to dye test suspect fixtures, structures and connections. Includes recording and documenting
findings.

20 Setups @

per Setup $

UNIT BID IN WORDS:
Item No. 3

Dye Testing - Private Source w/ Owner Consent- Proposal to provide all labor, materials and
overhead and costs necessary to dye test suspect fixtures, structures and connections. Includes recording
and documenting findings.

20 Setups @

per Setup $

UNIT BID IN WORDS:

BIDDER'S FIRM NAME:
SIGNED:
DATED: _________________________________
PRINT NAME: _______________________________ TITLE: __________________________________
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PROPOSAL FOR
PROVIDING PROFESSIONAL AND TECHNICAL SERVICES FOR THE
SMOKE TESTING OF SANITARY SEWERS AND RELATED
(CONTINUED)
SCHEDULE OF UNIT PRICES
Item Description & Quantity Unit Bid Cost
Item No. 4

Extended Total

MPT - Low Traffic Areas- Proposal to provide all labor, materials and overhead and costs necessary
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to protect the work zone as well as pedestrian and vehicle traffic.

Non – Payment Item
Item No. 5

MPT - High Traffic Areas- Proposal to provide all labor, materials and overhead and costs necessary
to protect the work zone as well as pedestrian and vehicle traffic using Scarsdale Police Department
Assistance including predetermined fixed daily rates for such service.

15 Days @

per Day $

UNIT BID IN WORDS:
Item No. 6

Engineering, Reporting and Data Analysis- Proposal to provide all labor, materials, overhead
and costs necessary to provide all technical & engineering services including, but not limited to, project
management, oversight, field work, data analysis, report preparation and presentation of final
deliverables to complete the contract work in the timeframe specified.

1 Lump Sum @

per lump Sum (LS) $

UNIT BID IN WORDS:

TOTAL OF ITEMS 1 THRU 6:
TOTAL AMOUNT OF BID IN WORDS:
_______________________________________________________________________________________
BIDDER'S FIRM NAME: _______________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS OF FIRM: ___________________________________________________________________________
SIGNED: ____________________________________

DATED: _____________________________________

PRINTED: __________________________________

TELEPHONE#: _______________________________

TITLE: ______________________________________

FAX #: _______________________________________

E-MAIL ADDRESS: ____________________________________________________________________________

Affixed Corporate Seal:
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VILLAGE OF SCARSDALE
WESTCHESTER COUNTY, NEW YORK
CONTRACT FOR
PROVIDING PROFESSIONAL AND TECHNICAL SERVICES FOR THE
SMOKE TESTING OF SANITARY SEWERS AND RELATED
ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT
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doing business

(Name of Bidder)
as
(Name of Company)
of
(Address)

hereby agrees to furnish professional services to the Village of Scarsdale, Westchester County, New
York in accordance with the Request for Proposal Document which is attached to these Articles of
Agreement and hereby made a part of this contract, (all of which Contract Documents the Firm
acknowledges he has read and examined) and to accept in full payment for the tasks listed on the Form
of Proposal, accepted by the Village of Scarsdale at the unit prices submitted on the bid proposal, a
copy of which is annexed and made a part hereof and for the proposed total contract bid value of
________________________________________________________________________________.
The Village of Scarsdale, Westchester County, New York agrees to make payment in full for
completed and accepted work, after delivery within the time period specified, and satisfactory
demonstration to appropriate officials and upon the Firm's providing all necessary SSES reports,
documents and submittals as required for full compliance with the scope of services.
Upon the failure of the Firm to perform in any manner, in accordance with the Proposals, Information
for Bidders, Scope of Services and Specifications, the Village has the right to cancel this Contract, and,
in such event, any bid security shall be considered as liquidated damages and shall be forfeited to the
Village.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Village of Scarsdale has caused this Contract to be executed by its
duly authorized officers who, however, incur no possible liability by reason of the execution
thereof or of anything herein contained, and has hereunto set his hand and seal this
day
Of
VILLAGE OF SCARSDALE
ATTEST:

By:
Village Clerk

ATTEST:

Village
Manager
By:
Firm
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PREQUALIFICATION FORM AFFIRMATION
The Village of Scarsdale reserves the right to request at any time, additional information regarding the Applicant’s
experience, manpower, equipment, safety records, procedures, both financial and bonding capacity, completed projects, work
currently under contract, and any information pertinent to the Applicant’s skill, ability and integrity to perform work for the
Village.
The undersigned, on behalf of the Applicant, hereby certifies that the foregoing information is true and complete. The
undersigned further certifies that he or she is authorized to sign this affirmation on behalf of the Applicant.

Dated this

day of

, 20

.

(Name of Applicant/Bidder)
By
Title_
State of

)

County of

)
_being duly sworn deposes and says

that he or she is

of

(Name of Organization)
and that the foregoing questions and all statements and information provided therein contained are true and correct.

Subscribed and sworn to before me
this

day of

_, 20

.

(Notary Public)
My commission expires

, 20

.
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NON COLLUSION AFFIDAVIT

This Affidavit must be completed, notarized and included in your bid proposal submission. Failure to do so will result in the
rejection of your bid proposal. A separate Affidavit must be submitted by each principal of any joint venture.
PROJECT:

Request for Proposal for Professional and Technical Services related to providing Smoke Testing and
other related Services for Sanitary Sewers in the Mamaroneck Sewer District

I,

, acting on behalf of
(Name of Person)
(Person, Company, Corporation, Firm or Organization)

Of which I am

, submitting a bid request for proposal
(Title of Person)

f\or the abovementioned project certify and affirm that

(Person, Company, Corporation, Firm or Organization)
has neither directly or indirectly entered into any agreements, conferred with any other vendor(s) or
participated in any “collusion” or otherwise taken any action to compromise the process of open
competitive bidding in connection with the aforementioned project. False statements made herein may be subject to any
criminal prosecution and disbarment from bidding future Village projects.

Name of Company or Firm

Signature and Title of Official Making Affidavit

Subscribed and sworn to before me
this

day of

_, 20

.

(Notary Public)
My commission expires

, 20 _____.
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GENERAL RELEASE
(TO-BE SUBMITTED WITH REQUISITION FOR FINAL PAYMENT)
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, that
(Contractor/Firm)
for and in consideration of the sum of
lawful money of the United States of America, to it in hand paid
by:
(Owner/Contracting Agency)
have remised, released, quit-claimed, and forever discharged, and by these presents do for its
successors and assigns remise, release, quit-claim, and forever discharge the said:

(Owner/Contracting Agency)
and its successors and assigns and administrators, of and from and all manner of action and actions,
caused and causes of action, suits, debts, dues, sum and sums of money, accounts, reckonings, bonds,
bills, specialties, covenants, contracts, controversies, agreements, promises, variances, trespasses,
damages, judgments, patents, extents, executions, claims and demands whatsoever in
law and unity which against the said:
(Owner/Contracting Agency)
now have or which heirs, executors, or administrator hereafter can, shall, or may have, for upon or by
reason of any matter, cause or thing whatsoever, from the beginning of the world to the day of the date
of these presents rising out of the construction, in accordance with contract entered into
between parties hereto, dated
two thousand and

, any admittance or supplements thereto.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned corporation has caused this agreement to be signed by
its

and its corporate seal to be

hereto affixed and duly attested by its
this
ATTEST:

day of

, 20

.

PRINCIPAL:
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APPENDIX 1
Attached are the following documents:
▪

Scope of Work to be Performed.

Should you have questions or need more general information to the attached documents, please
contact David Goessl, PE at the Village of Scarsdale Engineering Department at (914) 722-1106
Telephone, (914) 722-1103 Fax, or e-mail dgoessl@scarsdale.com
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VILLAGE OF SCARSDALE
WESTCHESTER COUNTY, NEW YORK
www.scarsdale.com
Smoke Testing for Sanitary Sewers and Related Services
Scope of Work: The scope of work shall include the furnishing of all labor, materials, e quipment, tools,
and services required to perform and complete all work necessary to document, by means of smoke testing all
identifiable sources of inflow and infiltration (I&I) to the Village’s sanitary sewer system from illicit
fixtures, prohibited connections and defective pipes. The locations of project sites are in the Village of
Scarsdale’s Mamaroneck Valley Sanitary Sewer District and are illustrated on the maps included herein in this
request for proposal. The Village will provide a full-time on-site Inspector/Project Manager, who will facilitate
interactions between the Firms crews and the Village residents and will assist with access to their properties.
They will also serve as the point of contact with the Village Engineer whenever questions arise or whenever
follow-up work is deemed necessary. Work shall be performed during normal business days in keeping with the
Village’s noise ordinance during the calendar period stated herein in this document, weather permitting.
The Work Plan provided herein as well as the work identified in the request for proposal dated May 6,
2021 and attached to this contract as an addendum, forms is the basis for the work to be completed, and
the expected work product to be provided by the Firm. All quantities of work listed in this scope of work
and in the request for proposal are estimates which may be increased or decreased as determined by the
conditions discovered in the field. In these instances, the unit bid prices, as stated on the Firm’s accepted
form of proposal, shall prevail.
The following is further detail of the work to be completed:
A. Required Submittals: Prior to performing and field work and subsequent to the post contract
award meeting, the selected firm shall submit the following items to Village Engineer for review
and approval.
Copies of insurance and workers’ compensation policies, certificates and/or binders.
Listing of proposed of smoke and dye products, including MSDS sheets.
Listing of proposed smoke testing equipment for both mainlines and laterals.
Draft work schedule showing which segments will be done in each week.
Initial draft of initial notification letter and door hanger to be distributed prior to commencing
work, which will inform affected residents of what will be done during the test and how to
prepare for it. The Village Engineer will work with the firm to produce an approved final draft.
6. List of proposed employees and copies of any relevant experience and training
certifications.
7. Proposed examples for field inspection reports, log sheets, billboard, photo logs, etc.
8. Example of final deliverables, notification letters and door hangers.
9. Maintenance and protection of traffic plan for local roads and high-volume roads.
10. Emergency phone number for the public to use, which will reach a live person 24 hours a day,
seven days a week. That live person must be able to reach the primary contact person for the firm
to notify them of emergencies.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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B. Project Management
The Firm shall designate a project manager who will be the contact person for this assignment and
the lead agent for Village of Scarsdale Engineering and Emergency Services personnel. The
project manager shall prepare and present all work plans and schedules to the Village Engineer for
review and approval and shall attend monthly job meetings to be held at a location to be
determined.
C. Work Plan and Schedule for Completion
Upon execution of contracts and receipt of a notice to proceed by the Village, the firm shall
develop and present a formal work plan identifying all of the tasks to be performed, any
subcontractors that may perform a role in the study, a timetable for all tasks to be completed in all
sewer subdistricts, a list of all firm personnel and their function, a list of all emergency contacts
and a written list of all requested maps and documents. Such work plan and schedule for
completion shall conform to the Village’s estimated time for completion as stated in the contract
documents. Should the Firm find or determine a need to deviate from said timetable, they shall
explain and justify the conditions warranting the change.
As the project requires close coordination with residents, Village staff and emergency services
personnel for alarm responses, maintaining a reliable work schedule is critically important. In
addition to developing a work plan, the firm shall provide a two (2) week look ahead schedule to
the Engineer by the end of each work week showing in detail the location of work and any other
relevant project activities during that period. The seasonal timing of the work after
notification to proceed is paramount to the success of the project and requires all work to be
completed during the summer and early fall months predominantly dry weather and subsurface
soils conditions.
D. Records Review and Sanitary Sewer System Identification:
The selected Firm shall obtain copies and thoroughly review all necessary plans and maps of the
Village’s sewer districts in paper form, electronic form and GIS form, if available. The Firm
shall secure copies of prior SSES results for smoke testing and related. The Village can make
available to the firm any documents related to the Village of Scarsdale’s CMOM program and
present and past contracts for sanitary sewer repair, replacement and lining if necessary.
E. Smoke Testing and Field Investigative Work:
1. Personnel: A smoke testing crew shall be comprised of a sufficient number of persons
to generate and distribute the smoke while simultaneously examining the subject properties
thoroughly and conducting traffic control, as necessary. It may be necessary for multiple
crews to be working simultaneously in order to complete the work in the time allowed.
All employees working directly for the Contractor, or for any firm that performs
subcontract work for the Contractor, shall be properly trained and thoroughly experienced in
any type of work they perform, including the use of tools, equipment and materials used in
the work. They shall be appropriately supervised, and the Contractor shall be responsible for
the behavior of all workers, including those of subcontractors as well. Personnel conducting
smoke testing shall be properly trained in the use of the equipment and procedures. Each
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of them shall have a documented minimum of six (6) months of direct first-hand experience
prior to starting this project.
The firm shall provide a contact list for all field employees including full names, as well as
copies of each employee’s Driver’s License, and must show the employees’ individual
qualifications for the work they perform All field personnel shall have on their person an
acceptable company issued or Village issued form of photo identification. A representative
from the Village will be available on site from time to time.
Crews shall take all proper precautions in conducting the smoke testing. Although it is not
anticipated that employees will enter the manholes, if that should become necessary (for
placement or retrieval of plugs, or any other reason) the employees must observe approved
Confined Space Entry protocols. Only employees with documented training in Confined
Space Entry may be permitted to participate in that activity.
2. Equipment: The manhole blower shall be a high-volume, low-pressure (HVLP) fan
designed and built specifically for sewer system smoke testing, with appropriate adapters to
seal to the Village’s manholes with minimal leakage. It shall have a free-air delivery
capacity of at least 1700 CFM and be capable of maintaining a positive pressure within the
system sufficient to expel smoke from the most distant open vent stack continuously until the
testing is completed. It shall not be operated so as to force water out of properly installed
and maintained plumbing traps connected to the system.
a. A maximum of 600 feet of pipeline can be blown from each manhole; additional
footage of pipeline will require an intermediate blower or a second blower with
access from a downstream manhole.
b. If significant amounts of smoke are escaping around the edges of the blower, it
may be required - if the Village’s Inspector deems it necessary – to place a sealing
gasket of some kind between the edges of the blower and the manhole frame.
c. If a backflow prevention device is present, a blower designed to introduce smoke
through a cleanout or other small-diameter opening shall be used in that particular
lateral system. The Contractor shall bring these properties to the attention of the
Engineer as soon as they are discovered, and the Village’s Inspector shall make the
determination of the need for such follow-up work.
d. The Consultant shall provide all other equipment, tools and incidentals necessary
to perform smoke testing as described in these Special Provisions and as directed by
the Village Engineer, including but not limited to plugs, photo-imaging and
measuring equipment, forms, personal protective gear, and confined-space entry and
self-rescue equipment, all in good working condition.
3. Smoke Products: The following shall apply:
a. The smoke shall be non-toxic, non-staining, and non-explosive, white to light gray
in color, produced by chemical reaction from safe, stable components, and shall
dissipate quickly leaving no residue.
b. Liquid or solid smoke sources may be used. It is recommended that the Consultant’s
crews have both types of products available and be ready to use either or both as
appropriate to conditions encountered.
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c. Sufficient smoke volume shall be generated to completely fill the sewer main and
laterals being investigated and to clearly identify any points of release in addition to
roof vents.
d. Consultant shall submit product data, including MSDS and manufacturer's
recommendations for applications, storage, and handling, to the Village Engineer for
review and approval two weeks prior to commencing smoke testing.
4. Phasing of Work – Smoke Distribution: The Consultant shall develop a work plan based
upon the density and zoning characteristics of each neighborhood as parcel size, lateral
lengths, manhole to manhole spacing, setback distances may all vary. It is suggested that
smoke testing be performed simultaneously in a “block by block” fashion with isolation of
pipe segments at manholes.
a. Firm’s Project Manager shall consult with Village of Scarsdale Engineer and Fire
Inspector to review draft work plan and notification letters and door hangers.
b. Upon development of final drafts of notification letters and door hangers, the firm shall
distribute such advance notices in the following manner in advance of performing field
work for smoke testing,
▪ Notification flyers shall be distributed two (2) weeks,
▪ Door hangers shall be distributed forty-eight (48) hours.
c. In order to isolate the sewer segment to be tested, partial blocking shall be preferred.
If sandbags or plugs are used, care m u s t b e t a k e n to prevent surcharging in the
system. Plugs shall not be placed in the inlet side of the upstream manhole. If
the outlet at the downstream manhole has been plugged a continuous watch may be
necessary. Bypass pumping is discouraged.
d. Prior to introducing smoke into a sewer segment, the sewer gas within the
segment shall be removed by safely opening both manholes and using the blower, in
either positive or negative pressure mode, to displace the existing atmosphere with
fresh air. The atmosphere within a manhole shall be checked for toxicity and lower
explosive level when the lid is removed.
e. Smoke shall be continuously introduced into the setup until adequate coverage has
been obtained and a visual inspection of the area being tested has been completed.
Testing crews shall ascertain that adequate smoke coverage has been obtained by
observing smoke concentrations at house plumbing vents within the setup.
f. If the Village Engineer determines that there is not sufficient smoke coming out
of roof vents, despite the introduction ample quantities of solid and liquid
products, the Consultant’s crew shall conduct a follow-up on-site smoke testing
procedure through an accessible cleanout between the main and the house. A portable
blower designed for this shall be set up at an accessible cleanout or plumbing device
to introduce smoke directly into the lateral.
5. Field Inspection & Evaluation: Testing crews shall inspect all connected lines and surface
areas along the mainline section being tested. In addition to examining the landscaping
between the lateral tie-in and the structure it serves, the features to be inspected include but
are not limited to abandoned and supposedly disconnected sewer laterals, cleanouts,
manholes, driveway drains, patio and area drains, foundation drains, retaining wall drains,
barbecue and exterior kitchen sinks, roof gutters, at-grade rain-leader connections,
downspouts piped underground, street gutters, and storm drain inlets.
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a. Illicit Connections: Crews shall document all positive direct and indirect cross
connections by following the documentation protocol established for this contract.
For connections that appear to be suspect but did not have smoke discharge, the crew
shall document and maintain a listing of such features for each property encountered.
The firm shall present the listing to the Village Engineer on a regular bass for
consideration of other field work such as dye testing.
b. Weather & Seasonality: Field work for smoke testing shall only be performed
during dry weather conditions without wind during the summer to early fall months.
c. Hours of Operation: The smoke testing operation should be performed during days
in keeping with the local noise ordinance code. Optimum times are during periods of
no-peak sewer flows.
d. Dye Testing: Dye testing shall be performed for suspect municipal fixtures as
determined necessary. For suspect private fixtures, dye testing shall only be
performed upon the Village and Consultant receiving consent from the property
owner. The Contractor’s crew shall have three colors of dye available in order to
check multiple suspected inflow sources without having to wait for previously
introduced dye to dissipate completely. Liquid dye is to be introduced into the
suspected source, and a member of the Contractor’s crew will watch for it at the
manhole that the property’s lateral is connected to (or at the manhole below where
that property’s lateral is connected to the main). The specific location of each dye
introduction shall be carefully noted on the field sketch for the subject property,
and it shall be noted if the cross-connection to the sewer is confirmed. A
photograph shall be taken that clearly shows the location of the dye introduction in
the context of its surroundings, so that the particular location is unmistakable.
a. Communication: All field personnel shall remain in contact with each other via
portable two-way radios, push to talk cell phones and/or other means when immediate
contact can be maintained.
6. Field Reports and Documentation of Findings: As the documentation of the findings for
both privately owned illicit discharges and publicly owned is crucial. It is important that
documentation be performed is such a way that it can be held up in court should future code
enforcement activities be necessary by the Village.
a. Field crews shall take digital photos for every identifiable smoke discharge whether it
is determined to be a direct or indirect illicit connection. Photographs of smoke releases
shall include a whiteboard on which identifying information has been hand-written for
that specific photograph, including date, time, property address, and reference ID for
the specific location of the release.
b. At the Consultants discretion, a Global Positioning System (GPS) instrument may be
used to record the geographic locations of features and observations recorded, however
such use is not mandatory.
c. A field report shall be generated for each property that tested positive noting the
following information:
▪ Street address of the property,
▪ Date, day and time that the inspection occurred,
▪ General weather conditions for that day,
▪ Photolog of the features that smoked, including a whiteboard on which
identifying information has been hand-written for that specific photograph,
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including date, time, property address, and unique reference number(s)
particular to the property and specific location of the smoke (or dye) release.
▪ Identification of the type of feature that smoked,
▪ Field sketch of the property, dwelling and smoking feature with respect to the
roadway, sanitary manhole (w/ ID #) and edge of pavement,
▪ GPS Coordinates if GPS methods are employed,
▪ Severity of the smoke discharge with respect to it being a direct or indirect
connection,
▪ Approximate dimensions from a fixed reference point for smoking features,
▪ Name and signature of field report preparer with company name and/or logo.
▪ Estimate size of surface water runoff area(s) tributary to surface fixtures that
exhibited smoke.
d. Crews shall maintain a separate listing for suspect fixtures that did not smoke but
apparently may be connected to the sanitary sewer. Dye testing shall only be
performed upon the direction of the Village Engineer. For private sources, the Village
will require that consent from the owner has been properly obtained.
e. Should a field crew person be denied access to properly investigate a smoking
condition on private property, they are to document the condition to the best of their
abilities from the edge of Village right of way and notify the Village Engineer or onsite
inspector immediately of the situation.
f. All of the findings, photo-logging and field reports shall be provided for in a digital
format consisting of *.PDF and *.JPEG or other acceptable formats as well.
F. Final Deliverables and Presentation of Results
The firm shall prepare a formal report of findings including all necessary supporting
documentation such as field inspection reports, photo logs, spreadsheets, field sketches, maps
and related. The firm shall meet formally with Village staff once every month to provide written
updates while work is progressing and biweekly in the field to review and discuss schedule,
conflicts and situations that may arise. The firm shall provide the Village the following
deliverables in connection with the tasks performed in this section.
1. Final deliverables shall be in *.PDF format for reports and study including, MS Excel
spreadsheets for data and results, *.JPEG or *.TIFF for photo logs, *.WMV or *.FLV
for video recordings and *.DWG for any AutoCAD maps and GIS data.
2. All of the aforementioned submittals shall include three bound print copies including
the same on USB portable drives.
G. Maintenance and Protection of Traffic:
1. General:
The Firm, and approved subcontractors must be always aware of their safety including their
responsibility to adjacent property owners, pedestrians and motorists. The work under this
contract must be conducted so that interference with traffic and pedestrians is kept at a
minimum, and there shall be at all times a safe passageway for pedestrians and two-way traffic
the entire length of the work zones, except by permission of the Superintendent of Public
Works, Village Engineer or their designee in special cases for short distances and times.
Should it become necessary to close a road or sidewalk temporarily, the Firm shall notify the
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Village 48 hours in advance in writing. Under no circumstance shall the Firm elect to close a
road without direct approval from the Superintendent of Public Works, Village Engineer or
their designee.
The Firm, and approved subcontractors shall provide advance warning construction signs each
day for which a crew is working in the Village which may include the placement barricades,
cones, barrels lights around, in front of and in the rear of the work zone in accordance with the
"Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices". Residents and property owners and those
having business with them shall have a safe means of ingress and egress at all times.
The Firm’s, and approved subcontractor’s crew must supply and wear all of the necessary
OHSA protective gear while working it the Village including but not limited to fluorescent
“blaze” vests, hardhats, ear plugs, safety glasses, work boots, safety harnesses, confined space
entry equipment and trained personnel if needed.
2. High Traffic Areas:
Prior to commencement of contract field work, the Firm and Village will develop a list of work
areas deemed “high traffic.” When scheduling work in these areas, the services of the Village
of Scarsdale Police Department will be obtained by the Firm before performing such work.
The use of police officers for assistance in traffic control does not by any means, replace the
responsibility for the general maintenance and protection of traffic as stated above in paragraph
Payment to the Firm, when Scarsdale Police Department is utilized in high traffic areas, will be
at the unit prices, as stated on the Firm’s accepted form of proposal for Item 5.
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APPENDIX 2
Attached are the following documents:
▪

Village Sewer District Map

▪

Mamaroneck Sanitary Sewer District SSES Smoke Test Findings
(Available by *.PDF)

▪

Mamaroneck Sanitary Sewer District Maps – (Formerly Sewer District #2)
(Full Map Atlas Set Available by *.PDF) – Year April 1974

Should you have questions or need more general information to the attached documents, please
contact David Goessl, PE at the Village of Scarsdale Engineering Department at (914) 722-1106
Telephone, (914) 722-1103 Fax, or e-mail dgoessl@scarsdale.com
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RESOLUTION RE:

AUTHORIZATION TO EXECUTE A STOP-DWI
INTERMUNICIPAL AGREEMENT WITH
WESTCHESTER COUNTY

WHEREAS,

the County of Westchester and its municipalities have participated in the
Westchester County STOP-DWI Patrol for many years through an
intermunicipal agreement (IMA) providing overtime reimbursement to the
Scarsdale Police Department for added patrol efforts to enforce New York
State Vehicle & Traffic Laws against intoxicated and impaired driving, an
initiative supporting the Public Safety Pillar of the Village’s Strategic and
Financial Planning Framework; and

WHEREAS,

the proposed IMA provides for reimbursement of up to $10,000 from
Westchester County to the Scarsdale Police Department for STOP-DWI
Special Enforcement Details undertaken between October 01, 2020, and
September 29, 2021; and

WHEREAS,

the Chief of Police recommends continued STOP-DWI program
participation as well as approval of the proposed IMA, as the initiative has
proven effective in promoting safer driving and therefore safer streets for
all users streets through a combination of public education and
enforcement; now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED,

that the Village Manager is herein authorized to execute the intermunicipal agreement between the Village of Scarsdale and Westchester
County for the grant award amount not to exceed $10,000; and be it
further

RESOLVED,

that the Village Manager is authorized to undertake any administrative
acts required under the terms of the agreement.

Submitted by:
Date:
For:

Village Manager
May 18, 2021
May 25, 2021

DATE (MM/DD/YYYY)

CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE

5/11/2021

THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.
THIS CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE
POLICIES BELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S),
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.
IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must be endorsed. If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject
to the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement. A statement on this certificate does not confer rights to
the certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).
CONTAC
T NAME:
PHONE
(A/C, No, Ext):
E-MAIL
ADDRESS
:

Phone No.:
Fax No.:

PRODUCER

EPIC Insurance Brokers & Consultants
350 Hudson Street – 4th Floor
New York, NY 10014

FAX
(A/C, No):

INSURER(S) AFFORDING COVERAGE

NAIC #

INSURER A: TRAVELERS INDEMNITY CO.
INSURED

25658

INSURER B:
INSURER C:

Village of Scarsdale
Village Hall
1001 Post Road
Scarsdale, NY 10583

INSURER D:
INSURER E:
INSURER F:

COVERAGES

CERTIFICATE NUMBER:

REVISION NUMBER:

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY
PERIOD INDICATED. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO
WHICH THIS CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL
THE TERMS, EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.
INSR
LTR

A

ADDL SUBR
INSD WVD

TYPE OF INSURANCE

X

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY
CLAIMS-MADE

X

POLICY NUMBER

ZLP15P0995A

POLICY EFF
(MM/DD/YYYY)

6/1/2020

POLICY EXP
(MM/DD/YYYY

6/1/2021

OCCUR

LIMITS
EACH OCCURRENCE
DAMAGE TO RENTED
PREMISES (Ea occurrence)
MED EXP (Any one person)
PERSONAL & ADV INJURY

GEN'L AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER:
POLICY

PROJECT

GENERAL AGGREGATE
PRODUCTS - COMP/OP AGG

LOC

OTHER:

AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY
ANY AUTO
ALL OWNED
AUTOS
HIRED AUTOS

A

X

UMBRELLA LIAB

SCHEDULED
AUTOS
NON-OWNED
AUTOS

X

EXCESS LIAB

ZUP15P09961

6/1/2020

ANY PROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTIVE
OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED?

$
$

BODILY INJURY (Per accident)

$
$
$

6/1/2021

EACH OCCURRENCE
AGGREGATE

CLAIMS-MADE

DED
RETENTION $
WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY

COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT
(Ea accident)
BODILY INJURY (Per person)
PROPERTY DAMAGE
(Per accident)

OCCUR

PER
STATUTE

Y/N

OTHER

E.L. EACH ACCIDENT

N/A

(Mandatory in NH)
If yes, describe under
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS below

$1,000,000
$100,000
$
$1,000,000
$2,000,000
$2,000,000
$

E.L. DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE
E.L. DISEASE - POLICY LIMIT

$10,000,000
$10,000,000
$
$
$
$

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS / LOCATIONS / VEHICLES (ACORD 101, Additional Remarks Schedule, may be attached if more space is required)
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RESOLUTION RE:

AUTHORIZATION TO EXECUTE A SOFTWARE
AGREEMENT FOR LASERFICHE LICENSE AND
MODULE EXPANSION

WHEREAS,

in follow-up to the outstanding work performed by the Technology
Advisory Committee (TAC), which resulted in a variety of insights and
recommendations in furtherance of maximizing utilization of our existing
software assets and continuing to support increased operational efficiency
and gains in external and internal service delivery, staff have determined
Laserfiche capabilities are presently underutilized, requiring additional
licenses to expand organizational availability, one-time training and
technical support to introduce functionalities and elevate levels of skill
amongst existing users, and one new module to support creation of fillable
forms linked to our other software programs, thus enabling conversion of
manual processes to electronic workflows and increasing operational
efficiency; and

WHEREAS,

the proposed content management training and module expansion, as
described in the attached staff memorandum, is a strategic initiative within
the Technology Pillar of the Village’s Strategic and Financial Planning
Framework, supporting overarching goals associated with fiscal prudence
in connection with maximizing utilization of existing software resources,
providing staff with the training resources necessary to become proficient
in use of technology, and adoption of new process and procedures
reflective of best practices in 21st century governance; and

WHEREAS,

the proposed Laserfiche license, training and professional services, and
forms module total not exceeding $35,020, with an additional $3,650 in
annual recurring maintenance and licensing fees in year two and
thereafter, which the staff review team, comprised of representatives from
the Treasurer’s Office, Information Technology, and Manager’s Office
recommend approving; now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED,

that the Village Manager and Village Attorney are herein authorized to
negotiate and execute a Software License and Service Agreement to
include final content management pricing as identified in the May 7, 2021
memorandum from the Village Treasurer, attached hereto and made a part
hereof, with General Code, LLC, 781 Elmgrove Road, Rochester, NY
14624 in an amount not to exceed $35,020, with an additional $3,650 in
annually adjusted recurring annual software fees, to be charged to the
Information Technology General Fund operating budget account #A1680MIS-SFTSP-400-499, and be it further

RESOLVED,

that any resulting deficit in said Information Technology Operating
Budget resulting from the previously unbudgeted purchase shall be
addressed through the annual fiscal year-end line-item balancing
resolution to be submitted to the Village Board this spring.

Submitted by:
Date:
For:

Village Manager
May 19, 2021
May 25, 2021

Village of Scarsdale

Memorandum
Treasurer’s Office
To:
Cc:
From:
Date:
Re:

Stephen M. Pappalardo, Village Manager
Chris O’Brien
Ann Scaglione, Village Treasurer and Rob Cole, Deputy Village Manager
May 7, 2021
New World Modules and Laserfiche Utilization

As a follow up to our meeting of May 5, I submit this memo for your consideration for
approval of New World and Laserfiche technology purchases, totaling $80,130. The
recommendations are strongly supported by the Treasurer’s Office, Human Resources,
Information Technology, and DVM Cole. The team also views the recommendations as
consistent with guidance provided by the Technology Advisory Committee.
New World Enhancements
In our efforts to update and streamline internal processes, we would like to implement eSuite
functionality in New World. The eSuite technology provides functionality in a variety of
areas of New World, giving our employees access information and the ability initiate
transactions.
The proposed upgrades enable the following key benefits, among others:







Employees enrolled in direct deposit will be able to receive an email with their
paystub, rather than a hard copy.
Employees will have access to pay history, accrual time, payroll deductions, yearend
tax statements. Essentially any information on their payroll record that we would
like our employees to access.
We can automate the process of employees requesting leave time, as well as have an
automated workflow approval.
Employees will have the ability to enter timesheet information, assisting the
department representatives that currently track and enter this information manually.
Benefit administration may be streamlined with the employee able to view
information, request changes; again to be processed with defined workflow.

The $45,110 cost for this functionality is comprised of the following components:
1. Financial eSuite Base - this module is needed as the starting point for any eSuite
functionality. The base cost of this module is $4,500, and a one-time
implementation cost of $2,800. Implementation costs are estimated based on the
number of hours for set up and staff training. We are only billed for actual time used
and the contract will be managed to minimize costs while delivering needed

functionality.
2. Payroll/Human Resources eSuite Modules – these components will enable the
items listed above, as well as many more options, each of which can be controlled
internally, providing flexibility to offer a variety of information and functionality.
The total software cost for these modules is $11,060, and a one-time implementation
cost of $12,600.
3. Unlimited User Licenses – we have current employees that are not able to access
areas of the system that would allow them to assist residents, so additional licenses
are needed. Securing Unlimited User Licenses would eliminate the need to restrict
employees from accessing our system. The cost was previously $7,000 and has been
reduced to $5,250.
4. Professional Services – implementation hours are necessary to maximize utility of
our investment. In particular, these hours will be used to support operational
streamlining and enhanced compliance with procedures; set up procedures to allow
for electronic payment to vendors; and, to integrate digitized documents between
New World and Laserfiche. The total estimate for this professional time is $8,900.
The attached quote itemizes the cost of each module, the estimated implementation hours,
and the annual maintenance fee. Please note, implementation hours are only billed when
used and we will appropriately manage associated activities for cost control. The quote
includes a negotiated 20% discount on the software and a 25% discount for the Unlimited
Users Licenses.
Once this purchase is approved, New World would be able to start this project within one
month. I am also requesting authorization for Laserfiche enhancements, as detailed in the
following section.
Laserfiche Enhancements
The Village has had Laserfiche installed and operational for the past ten years, but it is
underutilized. We currently have 16 User Licenses, primarily serving the Building,
Assessor’s, and Treasurer’s offices.
The proposed upgrades enable the following key benefits, among others:


Laserfiche offers secure document retention, which will enable us to streamline
processes and manage documents in accordance with NYS retention policies.



Laserfiche is a powerful product that has the ability to interface with New World, as
well as or recently implemented Microsoft Office 365.



Provides a uniform, cost-effective, and efficient tool for our digitization efforts.

The $35,020 total cost for the needed functionality is comprised of the following
components:

1. More Licenses – increase the number of Laserfiche User Licenses from 16 to 36.
We need to give our employees the tools to allow for use of this technology. The
cost for each User License is $732, resulting in a one-time cost of $14,640.
2. Laserfiche Forms Module – this technology allows for the creation of fillable and
trackable forms, making processes quicker, more efficient and freeing up staff time
to allow for meaningful tasks. This module allows for electronic workflow and
approvals. The Forms Module has a one-time cost of $11,830 and an annual
maintenance of $3,650.
3. Professional Services – to maximize our efficiencies, it is important to train our
users. The cost of training is $1,150 per day, and we are recommending two days.
All training will be done remotely; sessions will be recorded for distribution and two
full days will allow coordination of schedules and provide time for employees to ask
questions regarding their needs. Training also provides our employees with the
ability to see system functionality and will spark ideas for further application.
4. Process Mapping and Electronic Workflow Setup – this dimension of
professional services, including training and translation of observed best practices to
our local operations, is billed at the cost of $1,250 per day, with five days
recommended. Once trained, staff will be capable of programming workflows
consistent with without support. I think this investment will allow us to reach may
quick fixes that will encourage future use and application. We could greatly benefit
from the experience these professionals have achieved in similar office
environments.
Once this purchase is approved, Laserfiche would be able to increase licenses immediately
and start this project within a month.
Summary
As we continue to maximize utilization of our existing software systems and capturing expanded
benefits through new modules, as well as introduce new software systems to support our unmet
needs, we need to be cognizant of the supporting training needs.
To illustrate, and to maximize both employee productivity and our investment in Microsoft
Office 365, we should consider offering employee training on the recently launched software. Our
Director of IT is researching possible offerings and will be present a proposal once his research is
complete.
The proposals presented for your consideration in this memo include an adequate level of training,
including empowering staff to program workflows without consultant support. For your
convenience, a table summarizing costs in connection with the New World and Laserfiche
proposals is provided on the next page.

Application

One Time
Cost

Recurring
Cost

New World
Financial eSuite

7,300

810

23,660

2,691

User Licenses

5,250

945

Project Implementation

8,900 -

Payroll/HR eSuite Modules

Total - New World

45,110

4,446

Laserfiche
User Licenses

14,640

Training

2,300

Professional Servcies

6,250

Forms Module
Total - Laserfiche
Total

11,830

3,650

35,020

3,650

80,130

8,096

Funding in the amount of $29,091 has been identified in the Capital Fund, project 2021-100
Computer Equipment. I am recommending the balance of the funding to be sourced from the
General Fund operating budget. As funds are not budgeted, this would impact the current year
operating results.
Please feel free to contact me with any questions or comments. Thank you.

March 25, 2021
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Estimated Content Management Project Pricing for the Village of
Scarsdale, New York
THESE PRICES ARE BASED ON A PRELIMINARY NEEDS ASSESSMENT AND ARE PROVIDED
FOR BUDGETARY ESTIMATING PURPOSES ONLY.
When the Village is ready to proceed with the work and its comprehensive requirements are
determined, a formal quote can be finalized which may include applicable price adjustments.

Model #

Quantity

Unit Price

Avante Forms Portal Add-on
LSAP Avante Forms Portal Add-on

MPFRM
MPFRMB

1
1

$7,995.00
$1,759.00
Item Subtotal

$7,995.00
$1,759.00
$9,754.00

Avante Forms
LSAP Avante Forms

MFRM16
MFRM16B

16
16

$50.00
$11.00
Item Subtotal

$800.00
$176.00
$976.00

JPARB

10

$110.00
Item Subtotal

$1,100.00
$1,100.00

Laserfiche Training - remote day

Remote

1

$1,150.00

$1,150.00

Workflow Requirement Gathering/Development
NYS RP-524 Form/Workflow**

Remote

2

$1,250.00

$2,500.00

Add-Ons/Plug-Ins

Line Item Description

Laserfiche Participant Users - Subscription

Total

Professional Services

Anticipated annual LSAP fees after the included 1st year for the above configuration would be $3,035.00
Note: This estimate is subject to change based upon the then-current support prices for that year.
**See Statement of Work on subsequent pages for additional information

PLEASE NOTE THAT THERE ARE NO SERVICES INCLUDED IN THE OPTIONAL COMPONENTS PRICING
•
•
•

These prices are for components only and are not a comprehensive price quote.
On-Site Training Days – Number of days to be determined
Once the Village’s complete requirements are understood, we will conduct an in-depth needs
assessment to determine necessary service fees and a formal quote can be provided.
General Code Representative: Bruce Cadman
518-441-6496; BCadman@generalcode.com
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DESCRIPTION OF RECOMMENDED COMPONENTS

Laserfiche Forms
Automation*
.

*limited to installation on
one server

Laserfiche understands that forms are a key component of many
organizational business processes. If the base ECM application is considered
the “engine,” many consider automated forms the “transmission” that
drives paperless business processes.
Therefore, Laserfiche has designed forms automation solutions to help you
integrate this key element into your overall ECM strategy:
o

PDF Forms Automation through Laserfiche Workflow. Built into the
core Laserfiche Workflow are activities specifically designed around
automating PDF forms. Some of these workflow/process activities
include: retrieving values from a PDF form and storing them as tokens;
pre-filling portions of a PDF form; verify PDF signatures, and more.

o

Laserfiche Forms Professional is a product that provides a solution for
organizations to build web forms and manage their business processes.
Laserfiche Forms has a drag and drop graphic user interface which
allows business users to easily model their processes and design the
forms associated with the process. The web based application provides
out-of-the-box integration with the Laserfiche ECM suite, as well as the
ability to automate complicated processes and integrate with external
systems. You can set security levels to designate administrators or users
for each process. Also, you can assign a form to a specific user or group,
making team collaboration easy and secure.

Forms Portal expands the functionality in Laserfiche Forms to include
publicly available forms that users can fill out anonymously. Without Forms
Portal, users must sign in before filling out any forms. Forms Portal is
licensed per instance, meaning you have a separate Forms Portal activation
key in addition to your standard Forms activation key. If you have the Forms
Portal, anybody can submit a form. Public users do not need to sign in to
Forms or have a Laserfiche account.
Laserfiche Participant
Users (Subscription)

Participants are limited-functionality users. Directory Server user accounts
with participant licenses can sign in with their expected user names.
Participant users can start process instances and perform user tasks, but
they cannot create or administer business processes. Participant Users can
also access the Laserfiche repository in a read-only fashion.

General Code Representative: Bruce Cadman
518-441-6496; BCadman@generalcode.com
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STATEMENT OF WORK
Project name

NYS Department of Taxation& Finance Office of Real Property Tax
Services RP-524 Laserfiche Forms Project
Item/Project description

Two days of consulting and development to develop a process for development of a Laserfiche
Form that will mimic the NYS Department of Taxation& Finance Office of Real Property Tax
Services RP-524 Form and then use a Laserfiche Workflow to take said form data and auto-fill an
official NYS PDF fillable RP-524 Form. The initial form would be able to be filled out by a
constituent or by in-office staff.
Executive Summary
Request for General Code to develop a Laserfiche Forms and Workflow processes to take information
from a Laserfiche Form that collects pertinent data in order to fill out a NYS Department of Taxation&
Finance Office of Real Property Tax Services RP-524 Form. This form would be filled out by a constituent
on-line or by staff in-office. Laserfiche Workflow will then take the data gathered in the Laserfiche
Forms submission and push it to an official NYS Department of Taxation& Finance Office of Real
Property Tax Services RP-524 Form (note that there will need to be a trigger of some sort, such as the
selection of a Laserfiche Tag that will kick off this part of the process). The NYS PDF Fillable form will be
ready for printing and then signing by the constituent.

Figure 1 – Laserfiche Form that will be used to capture the initial RP-524 Form data.

General Code Representative: Bruce Cadman
518-441-6496; BCadman@generalcode.com
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Figure 2 – once the Laserfiche Form has been submitted and the data collected – it can be pushed to a copy of the NYS PDF
fillable form for printing and signing and emailed directly back to the constituent.

Assumptions
1) This was tested with the NYS Department of Taxation and Finance Office of Real Property Tax
Services – RP-524 (3-09). If the State of New York changes future forms, then tweaks to this
process may have to be made.
2) The final step would include printing out and having the constituent sign (wet signature).
3) This process is for the above form (single form).
4) Initial 2 – 4 hours of development time will be for reviewing and modifying demonstrated
process to meet needs.
5) If additional development time after estimated 2 days is required, a change order will be
provided for additional estimated hours.

General Code Representative: Bruce Cadman
518-441-6496; BCadman@generalcode.com

May 5, 2021
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Estimated Content Management Project Pricing for the Village of
Scarsdale, New York
THESE PRICES ARE BASED ON A PRELIMINARY NEEDS ASSESSMENT AND ARE PROVIDED
FOR BUDGETARY ESTIMATING PURPOSES ONLY.
When the Village is ready to proceed with the work and its comprehensive requirements are
determined, a formal quote can be finalized which may include applicable price adjustments.

Cost per Additional User
Base Software

Line Item Description

Avante Named Full User with Snapshot & Email

Model #

Total

1
$500.00
Base Software Subtotal

$500.00
$500.00

MWAX

1
$100.00
Add-Ons/Plug-Ins Subtotal

$100.00
$100.00

Support
LSAP Avante Named Full User with Snapshot and Email
LSAP Avante Web Access

Unit Price

MNF05

Add-Ons/Plug-Ins
Avante Web Access

Quantity

MNF05B
MWAXB

1
1

$110.00
$22.00
Support Subtotal
Grand Total

$110.00
$22.00
$132.00
$732.00

Anticipated annual LSAP fees after the included 1st year for the above configuration would be $132 per user
Note: This estimate is subject to change based upon the then-current support prices for that year.

Base Software

Optional - Upgrade to Full SQL version of Laserfiche Avante (SQL not included)

Avante Server for MS SQL with Workflow
LSAP Avante Server for MS SQL with Workflow

Adjustments
Laserfiche Software Upgrade Credit

MSE30
MSE30B

1
1

$5,000.00
$1,100.00
Item Subtotal

$5,000.00
$1,100.00
$6,100.00

Base Software Subtotal

$6,100.00

1

($1,350.00)
Item Subtotal

($1,350.00)
($1,350.00)

Adjustments Subtotal
Grand Total

($1,350.00)
$4,750.00

Anticipated annual LSAP fees after the included 1st year for the above configuration would be $1,100.00
Note: This estimate is subject to change based upon the then-current support prices for that year.

General Code Representative: Bruce Cadman
518-441-6496; BCadman@generalcode.com

May 5, 2021
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Cost for Laserfiche Public Portal
Line Item Description

Model #

Quantity

Unit Price

Avante Unlimited Public Portal
LSAP Avante Unlimited Public Portal

MPPX
MPPXB

1
1

$45,000.00
$9,900.00
Item Subtotal

$45,000.00
$9,900.00
$54,900.00

Avante Midsized Public Portal - 50 concurrent users
LSAP Avante Midsized Public Portal

MPPM
MPPMB

1
1

$35,000.00
$7,700.00
Item Subtotal

$35,000.00
$7,700.00
$42,700.00

Avante Standard Public Portal - 25 concurrent users
LSAP Avante Standard Public Portal

MPPS
MPPSB

1
1

$25,000.00
$5,500.00
Item Subtotal

$25,000.00
$5,500.00
$30,500.00

Avante Starter Public Portal - 10 concurrent users
LSAP Avante Starter Public Portal

MPP1
MPP1B

1
1

$15,000.00
$3,300.00
Item Subtotal

$15,000.00
$3,300.00
$18,300.00

Add-Ons/Plug-Ins

Total

Note: Laserfiche Avante Public Portal utilizes concurrent licensing

PLEASE NOTE THAT THERE ARE NO SERVICES INCLUDED IN THE OPTIONAL COMPONENTS PRICING
•
•
•

These prices are for components only and are not a comprehensive price quote.
On-Site Training Days – Number of days to be determined
Once the Village’s complete requirements are understood, we will conduct an in-depth needs
assessment to determine necessary service fees and a formal quote can be provided.

General Code Representative: Bruce Cadman
518-441-6496; BCadman@generalcode.com
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DESCRIPTION OF RECOMMENDED COMPONENTS

Laserfiche Public Portal

The Laserfiche Public Portal includes Laserfiche Weblink and concurrent
read-only licenses. Laserfiche Weblink enables access to selected
documents via a web browser (for internal or external access) without
operator-heavy file conversion. The software converts your documents to
HTML on the fly and provides instant access to them from a Web browser.
Security is very important, and Weblink security will provide you with the
assurance that public documents can be accessed globally, but that robust
security will protect your sensitive documents.
•

Starter Public Portal: Includes Weblink and 10 Weblink only retrieval
connections.

•

Standard Public Portal: Includes Weblink and 25 Weblink only retrieval
connections.

•

Mid-Sized Public Portal: Includes Weblink and 50 Weblink only retrieval
connections.

•

Unlimited Public Portal: Includes Weblink and unlimited Weblink
retrieval connections and is licensed per processor (on the Laserfiche
server).

General Code Representative: Bruce Cadman
518-441-6496; BCadman@generalcode.com

RESOLUTION RE:

AUTHORIZATION OF ADDITIONAL
CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION SERVICES
FOR SCARSDALE PUBLIC LIBRARY
RENOVATION AND EXPANSION PROJECT

WHEREAS,

the Village Board authorized a $574,000 Construction Administration
(CA) services agreement with Dattner Architects (Dattner), New York,
NY, on November 14, 2017, covering a term of 18 months, expiring
December 18, 2019, with two months of project closeout services
provided at no charge thereafter; and

WHEREAS,

in response to unforeseen field conditions and the associated increase in
submittal reviews and reimbursable expenses, the Village Manager,
pursuant to the Village Internal Control Policy, authorized an additional
$51,437.34 in Dattner CA service fees, yielding a revised contract total of
$625,437.34; and

WHEREAS,

substantial project completion then shifted to August 2020, necessitating
eight additional months of CA services, as well as two additional months
of closeout services at no charge, for a total of $191,200, which was
authorized by resolution of the Village Board, yielding a revised Dattner
Architects contract total of $816,637.34; and

WHEREAS,

although construction of the new the Library was substantially completed
later than anticipated on October 05, 2020, diligent contract oversight
resulted in balances in the previously appropriated funding adequate to
cover Dattner’s services through the end of December 2020; and

WHEREAS,

due to a combination of continuing construction administration needs and
added scope items, including design and specification for camera and
access lock systems, audio visual components, and donor signage, four
additional months of CA services were required, from January 01, 2021,
thru April 30, 2021, for a total of $32,395.52, as detailed in the attached
invoices and Letter Agreements, yielding a revised Dattner CA contract
total of $847,241.99; now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED,

the Village Manager is hereby authorized to remit final payment of
$32,395.52 to Dattner Architects, derived from available contract balances
of, $1790.87, and an available Library Project balance of $30,604.65,
yielding a final CA contract total of $847,241.99, and to undertake any
administrative acts as may be required under the terms of the contract.

Submitted by:
Date:
For:

Village Manager
May 19, 2021
May 25, 2021

Village of Scarsdale

Memorandum
Public Works
To:
Cc:

From:
Date:
Re:

Stephen M. Pappalardo, Village Manager
Robert Cole, Deputy Village Manager
Ann Scaglione, Village Treasurer
Elizabeth Bermel, Library Director
Paul Zaicek, Projects Director
May 13, 2021
Additional Construction Administration Services – Scarsdale Public Library
Renovation and Expansion Project

Background
The Village Board of Trustees authorized execution of a construction administration (CA) services
agreement with Dattner Architects (Dattner), New York, NY, on November 14, 2017, for a total cost
of $574,000. The scope of services included: attendance at bi-weekly construction meetings; regular
site inspections to ensure work is performed in accordance with contract documents; interpretation of
drawings for the contractors and construction manager; providing written clarifications of the contract
documents; payment requisitions review and approval; documenting the necessity of change orders
and negotiation of related costs; and reviewing shop drawings (submittals). The agreement provides for
18 months of CA services at $31,888.88 per month, with an additional two months of project closeout
services at no additional costs, for a total of 20 months.
The Agreement identifies services for which additional compensation would be due, including:
repeated reviews of submittals beyond the number provided for by the proposal; project redesign;
scope changes or additional scope; RFI sketches related to additional services; evaluation of change
orders based on owner requested changes; and, hidden or unanticipated field conditions. The
Agreement also establishes that travel to the site, long distance phone calls, and mail, messenger,
printer, plotting, filing and application fees, model supplies, film and development, be billed to the
Village at cost.
In compliance with Section 2.9 of the Village’s Internal Control Policy, Manager Pappalardo has
approved two change orders to-date for additional services to the Dattner CA Services Contract
totaling $51,437.34:
1. $49,960.04 – approved by the Village Manager on December 11, 2019, for additional CA
work due to unforeseen field conditions, additional submittal reviews and reimbursable
expenses.
2. $1,477.30 – approved by the Village Manager on February 28, 2020, for reimbursable
expenses.

The 18-month service period provided for in the Agreement expired December 28, 2019. Because the
completion target date was forecasted for August 2020, additional CA fees were necessary and
required Village Board review and consideration, as the $191,200 in additional funding required
exceeded Village Manager authority to approve. The Village Board of Trustees at their regularly
scheduled meeting on April 23, 2020 approved the additional construction administration services,
comprised of:
-

A lump sum fee of $71,700, representing the reduced monthly fee $23,900 for the months
already completed (January 2020 thru March 2020).
An hourly fee not-to-exceed limit of $23,900 per month or $119,500 in the aggregate, invoiced
on a monthly basis from April 01, 2020 through substantial completion, projected at the time to
be August 2020.

The revised agreement stipulates that if it becomes evident that the substantial completion date is going
to be extended past August 2020, Dattner will modify their staff allocation to allow for an extended
period of reduced adequate construction administration services. The Library Construction project was
substantially completed on October 5, 2020 and Dattner performed their contracted 2 months of
closeout services while they continued their additional CA Services. The Village and Dattner were
able to manage the allocate hours from the original agreement and contract extension to provide CA
services to the end of December 2020. Library staff has been working full time at the Library since
November 1, 2020.
Additional Construction Administration Services being Requested
Since January 2021 miscellaneous construction items were still being completed requiring Dattner’s
assistance, such as change order work which includes Audio Visual day 2 items, Parking Lot lights,
and front vestibule doors. The Building Committee also requested Dattner to assist with the
specification of the interior donor signs. In addition, the Village requested Dattner to assist with the
design of the Library camera and access lock systems which were not part of the original project. The
final miscellaneous construction work, outlined above, being completed since January 2021 along with
the requested assistance with interior signage design, camera and access lock design, and AV Day 2
design required Dattner to perform additional CA Services as follows and per the attached invoices and
letter agreements:
1. January 1 thru January 31, 2021 (Invoice #012) - $5,045.52: CA services for review of
irrigation submittal, payment certifications review and approval, COVID-19 HVAC Report
review and coordination, punch list review and verification, open items review and verification,
donor sign review, and reimbursable expenses.
2. February 1 thru February 28, 2021 (Invoice #013) - $2,277.25: CA services for review of
Audio-Visual submittal, COVID-19 HVAC Report review and coordination, punch list review
and verification, open items review and verification, and reimbursable expenses.
3. March 1 thru March 31, 2021 – (Invoice #014) - $2,526.25: Additional CA services for
change order review, correspondence with Savin Engineers, open items review and
verification, and project closeout review.
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4. April 1 thru April 30, 2021 – (Estimated, Invoice not received) - $2,500: Additional work
estimated to finalize the project
5. Additional Structural Design – (Invoice #04) - $2,545.00: Additional Dattner sub-consultant
structural design to address new required non-conforming opening into an existing steel beam.
This additional work also includes structural design to address new required openings in an
existing concrete wall with cracks, which were discovered once the concrete wall surface was
revealed.
6. Security System Design – (Invoice #01) - $2,887.50: The construction contract documents
did not include the installation of an intrusion alarm system. For budgetary reasons, the
intrusion alarm system was planned to be installed as phase II (Day 2) work after the Library
was completed and appropriate funds were allocated. The construction documents did include
minimal conduit installation for a security system. It became apparent during the construction
phase that installation of the intrusion system would be very difficult as phase II work. The
project team concurred it would be better to utilize Healy Electric to install the security system,
since they are very familiar with the project and would allow for better coordination with the
other project trades. This additional CA phase work is for Dattner Architects to provide the
design of the security system.
7. Audio Visual Day 2 Design - $1,000.00 (lump sum) Dattner Letter Agreement Dated
October 1, 2020: The Library Building Committee asked Healy Electric to supply and install
the “Day 2” Audio Visual (A/V) items for the two new meeting rooms and Young Adult
Room. Day 2 items are items that were anticipated to be purchase and installed by the Village
after the project was completed and were not included in the initial project scope. The A/V
Day 2 items include 2 Large Monitors (86” & 65”), PTZ cameras, equipment racks, control
systems including wall mounted touch panels, and misc. audio and video components. This
addition CA services work includes the design and field inspections associated with the Day 2
A/V items.
8. Additional Civil Engineering Services - $5,500.00 (Lump Sum), Per Divney, Tung,
Schwalbe Letter Dated February 25, 2021: Dattner’s original CA services agreement ended
in December 2019 and was authorized to be extended by resolution by the Village Board of
Trustees at their meeting in April 2020. The extension ultimately provided for CA services
thru December 2020. Per the attached letter dated February 25, 2021 from Divney Tung
Schwalbe (DTS) Dattner’s Civil Engineering sub consultant, DTS failed to provide their
extended CA services cost to Dattner therefore the cost was not included in Dattners April
2020 CA approved extension. DTS originally requested $14,000 for their services performed
from January 2020 thru July December 2020. Village staff ultimately negotiated the cost down
to $5,500. DTS is at fault for failing to provide their request for additional services at the time
of the Dattner April 2020 CA extension, but they did perform additional CA services and the
negotiated cost of $5,500 is reasonable for the level of work performed.
9.

Additional Mechanical Engineering Services (Invoice 06) - $5,150.00: Dattner’s original
CA services agreement ended in December 2019 and was authorized to be extended by
resolution by the Village Board of Trustees at their meeting in April 2020. The extension
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ultimately provides for CA services thru December 2020. Dattner Architects sent an invoice
on March 5, 2021 for additional work performed by their Mechanical consultant for work
performed between December 19, 2018 and January 15, 2019. This additional work was not
requested as part of the April 2020 CA Services Extension. Dattner failed to submit the
Mechanical consultant additional services invoice in a timely manner. Village staff conferred
with McCarthy Finger LLP, Village Attorney, and after reviewing the Dattner Agreement
confirmed that the Village is responsible to pay, even though the invoice was not submitted in a
timely manner. The additional consulting work includes additional submittal reviews beyond
the contracted 2 reviews per submittal
Final additional CA services items 1-9 above totals $29,431.52. Dattner held their hourly rates that
were included in the April 2020 CA services agreement extension.
In addition to the above items there remains one unpaid invoice for the final Dattner FFE services
included in the base contract totaling $2,964 (attached invoice #013 FFE).
I request that the Village Board consider, at their May 25, 2021 Meeting, approval of the attached
resolution seeking the authorization to pay the final additional CA services and invoice #013 FFE for a
total of $32,395.52 ($29,431.52 items 1-9 + $2,964.00 invoice #013 FFE). There is an available
balance of $1,790.87 from the April 2020 CA agreement extension therefore $30,604.65 of additional
funds are required to pay the final CA Services. As shown on the attached Project Cost Spreadsheet,
unencumbered approved project balances are available to fund these additional CA Services.
Please let me know if you need any additional information.
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Library Addition and Renovation Total Project Costs
May 12, 2021
Costs

Additions

Total Encumbered

Paid to Date

$180,000.00
$222,750.00
$310,936.00
$1,021,927.00
$138,450.00

$180,000.00
$222,750.00
$310,936.00
$1,021,927.00
$138,450.00

$180,000.00
$222,750.00
$310,936.00
$1,021,927.00
$138,450.00

$67,142.00
$7,425.00

$67,142.00
$7,425.00

$67,142.00
$7,425.00

$7,050.00
$4,900.00

$7,050.00
$4,900.00

$7,050.00
$4,900.00

$5,200.00
$2,840.00
$116,000.00
$9,810.00

$5,200.00
$2,840.00
$116,000.00
$9,810.00

$5,200.00
$2,840.00
$116,000.00
$9,810.00

$2,094,430.00

$2,094,430.00

$2,094,430.00

Preliminary Design
Design Dev., Constr. Docs, Bidding Ph
Construction

$9,500.00
$59,500.00
$712,926.00

$9,500.00
$60,000.00
$712,926.00

$9,500.00
$59,500.00
$712,926.00

Sub Total - Supply Field Building

$781,926.00

$782,426.00

$781,926.00

$10,891,649.09

$10,353,676.60

Notes

Design Phase
Capital Campaign - Plan A
Capital Campaign - Plan A
Preschematic / Schematic Design - Dattner
Design Dev., Constr. Docs, Bidding Ph
Melissa Biffert
Subsurface / Structural Investigation
Subsurface Investigation & Seismic Report
Site Response Analysis

Abatement Design Services
Report
Design Bid Documents
Survey
Original Scope
Additional Work
Construction Management - Savin Phase I Services
ICC Review

Sub Total - Design Phase

Supply Field Building
$500.00

Construction Phase
Building Construction
General Construction - Niram

$10,307,000.00
$32,842.01
$57,704.06
$22,191.22
$28,732.00
$9,162.05
$12,502.65
$29,369.42
$2,896.39
$7,172.26
$9,627.00
$5,377.00
($5,500)
$32,068.45
$14,422.84
$5,090.84
$18,596.00
$1,773.30
$110,199.39
$56,127.21
$134,295.00

Change Order GC-3 Abatement & Metal Panels
Change Order GC-4 Sunscreens
Change Order GC-5 Misc. Items
Change Order GC-6 Elect. Room Trenching
Change Order GC-7 Concrete Cutting
Change Order GC-8 Steel and concrete mod.
Change Order GC-9 Asbestos Mastic Removal
Change Order GC-10 Elevator Finishes
Change Order GC-11 Widow Sill Modifications
Change Order GC-12 Children's Collection Ceiling
Change Order GC-13 Mansard Roof Stabilization
Change Order GC-14 Soil Removal Credit
Change Order GC-15 Relocated Electrical Room
Change Order GC-16 Column Fireproofing
Change Order GC-17 HVAC Duct Opening Reinf.
Change Order GC-18 Second Flor Wall Finishing
Change Order GC-19 Keyed Elevator Call Station
Change Orders GC-20 thru GC-31
Change Order GC-32 thru GC-36
Change Orders GC-37 thru GC-53

Electrical - Healy Electric

$2,233,000.00

Change Order EC-05 Lt. Fixs., Fire Alarm, water fount.

Change Order EC-06 Data and CCTV
Change Order EC-07 Café & Pantry
Change Order EC-08 Fire Alarm , Access , Cameras, CCT

Change Order EC-09 Electrical Service Room
Change EC-10 thru EC-16
Change Orders EC-14, EC-17 thru EC-25

Plumbing - S & L Plumbing
Change Order PC-2 Slab Trenching &Kitchenette
Change Order PC-3 Replace 9 Roof Drains
Change Order PC-4 Install Overflow Drains
Change Order PC-5 Roof Gas Piping
Change Orders PC-06 thru PC-10
Change Order PC-11 thru PC-16
Change Order PC-17 thru PC-24

Approved by VM 07/03/19
Approved by VM 10/25/19
Approved by VM 10/25/19
Approved by VM 10/25/19
Approved by VM 10/25/19
Approved by VM 12/18/19
Approved by VM 12/18/19
Approved by BOT 02/11/20
Approved by BOT 02/11/20
Approved by BOT 02/11/20
Approved by BOT 02/11/20
Approved by BOT 02/11/20
Approved by BOT 02/11/20
Approved by BOT 02/11/20
Approved by BOT 02/11/20
Approved by BOT 02/11/20
Approved by BOT 04/14/20
Approved by BOT 06/23/20
Approved by BOT 03/23/21

$2,721,595.41

$2,385,287.71

$1,541.00
$22,159.00
$31,000.00
$2,534.00
$18,773.00
$1,362.00
$127,864.00
$15,086.00
$30,129.00
$238,147.41

Change Order EC-2 Misc. Items
Change Order EC-3 Light Fixtures Tariff Increase
Change Order EC-4 Existing Equipment Power

$874,190.00

thru Invoice #15
Approved by VM 10/25/19
Approved by VM 12/11/19
Approved by VM 12/11/19
Approved by VM 03/28/20
Approved by VM 03/28/20
Approved by VM 03/28/20
Approved by BOT 04/28/20
Approved by BOT 04/28/20
Approved by BOT 06/23/20
Approved by BOT 03/23/21

$1,048,134.05
$24,527.21
$25,057.43
$71,500.00
$9,000.00
$23,147.40
$42,874.36
-$22,162.35

thru Invoice #29
Approved by VM 05/24/19

$1,023,149.91

thru Inv. #24
Approved by VM 07/05/19
Approved by VM 07/05/19
Approved by VM 08/01/19
Approved by VM 10/25/19
Approved by VM 11/15/19
Approved by BOT 06/23/20
Approved by BOT 03/23/21

Mechanical - ABM Mechanical

$1,810,000.00

Change Order HVAC-3 Linear Diffuser Revisions
Change Order HVAC-4 Fire Dampers & Transfer Ducts

Change Order HVAC-5 Oil Line Removal
Change Order HVAC-6 Duct Work Replacement
Change Order HVAC-07 thru HVAC-09
Change Order HVAC-10 & HVAC-11

5% Contingency

$1,990,260.06

$1,882,074.32

$42,769.05
$28,618.78
$33,759.15
$862.86
$25,000.00
$29,897.77
$19,352.45

Change Order HVAC-2 Duct Changes / Chiller Piping

thru Invoice #23
Approved by VM 10/25/19
Approved by VM 10/25/19
Approved by VM 10/25/19
Approved by VM 12/11/19
Approved by VM 12/11/19
Approved by VM 06/19/20
Approved by VM 03/08/21

$761,210.00

Total Building Construction $15,985,400

Soft Costs - Construction Phase
Construction Administration - Dattner
Addition work - submittals & Reimb. Expenses
Reimbursable Expenses
Contract Extension
Construction Management - Savin
Reimbursable Expenses

$574,000.00

$814,546.47

Approved by VM 02/28/20
Approved by BOT 04/14/20

$615,634.08

$613,817.57

$7,534.08
$141,100.00

Thru Payment #27
Approved by VM 12/05/19
Approved by BOT 04/28/20

$20,800.00

$43,386.00

$32,806.00

$22,586.00
Construction Special Inspection- Fairfield Testing
PO 2019-00002249 inv.#18-09-1614
PO 2019-00003260 inv.#18-10-1657
PO 2019-00004290 inv.#18-11-1684
PO 2019-00006418 inv.#19-04-1871 & 19-06-1888
PO 2019-00005253 inv. #19-01-1771 & 19-02-1800
PO 2019-0000576 inv. 19-03-1814 & 19-05-1922
PO 2019-00001340 inv. #19-06-1977
PO 2019-00001662 inv. #19-07-199 & 19-08-2062
PO 2020-00002441 inv. #19-09-2103
PO 2020-00003255 inv. #19-10-2140
Bonding
Capital Markets Advisors
Source Media
NY graph Corp
Fulbright & Jaworski
Moody's
Moving - Santiego

Thru payment #25
Approved by VM 12/11/19

$467,000.00

Additional 6 months of CM (Savin)Services

Abatement Monitoring Phase II Services

$816,637.34
$49,960.04
$1,477.30
$191,200.00

Approved by VM 05/29/20

$80,000.00
$2,050.00
$4,355.00
$3,260.00
$2,090.00
$840.00
$3,092.00
$1,968.00
$1,675.00
$1,345.00
$450.00

$2,050.00
$4,355.00
$3,260.00
$2,090.00
$840.00
$3,092.00
$1,968.00
$1,675.00
$1,345.00
$450.00

$12,492.24
$1,360.00
$655.48
$27,475.00
$18,236.00
$141,290.00

$12,492.24
$1,360.00
$655.48
$27,475.00
$18,236.00
$112,590.00

$1,903.48

$1,903.48

$928.93
$7,403.08

$928.93
$7,403.08

$55,500.00
$9,600.00
$26,400.00
$4,350.77
$585.20
$865,000.00
$6,500.00
$4,749.50
$4,739.00
$3,264.00
$850.00
$5,997.11
$5,276.24
$8,620.00
$899.00

$55,500.00
$9,600.00
$26,400.00
$4,350.77
$585.20
$240,121.75
$6,500.00
$4,749.50
$4,739.00
$3,264.00
$850.00

$75,700.00

$108,000.00

$10,800.00
$22,490.00

PPR Printing
PO-2019-00001964
Document Printing - PPR Printing
PO#2018-00005786 inv.#157559 & #157334
PO#2018-00005308 inv.#156710 & #156917

Miscellaneous Construction Phase Purchases
Gotham Corp - Asbestos Abatement
Gotham Corp - Asbestos Abatement

MJ Construction
Mace Construction
A.Borrelli - Gas Line Capping
Furniture, Shelving and Display Units
East Cost Irrigation - Lawn Irrigation System
Corporate Computer Solutions
Corporate Computer Solutions
Corporate Computer Solutions
East Cost Irrigation - Lawn Irrigation System
Clean Air Quality - Air handler, boiler and chiller startup
Clean Air Quality - preventative maint. exist, equip.
Tele-Measurements- Owner Supplied AV Items
3 Apple Mini's

$526.24

Sub Total - Construction Phase

$17,310,900.00

$19,362,496.06

$17,666,714.25

Total Project Costs

$20,187,256.00

$22,239,352.06

$20,543,070.25

Estimated Cost at Constr.
Contracts Award

Funding
APPROVED PROJECT FUNDING - AS OF JUNE 11, 2018
$7,500,000.00 Capital Campaign Funds
$9,900,000.00 Bond
$244,500.00 Library Fund Balance
$135,000.00 Children's Room expendable Trust
$267,900.00 Village Funds for Supply Field Building
$500,000.00 State Grant Supply Field Building
$18,547,400.00 Total Approved Funding

Thru Payment #20

ADDITIONAL APPROVED PROJECT FUNDING - As of June 26, 2018 Construction Contracts Award
$36,450.00
$1,020,000.00
$171,651.00
$500,000.00
$1,728,101.00

2018 Children's Room Trust
Library Fund Balance
Library Expendable Trust Funds
Capital Campaign Funds
Total Approved Additional Funding

Total Approved Funding at the time of Construction Contracts Awards
$20,275,501
ADDITIONAL APPROVED PROJECT FUNDING - As of October 29, 2019
$77,600.00
$140,591.00
$32,805.00
$29,524.00
$280,520.00
ADDITIONAL APPROVED PROJECT FUNDING
$865,000.00
$191,200.00
$63,500.00
$22,490.00
$22,586.00
$34,000.00
$129,130.57
$154,000.00
$1,481,906.57
$249,518.00
$221,968.00

TOTAL CURRENT APPROVED PROJECT
FUNDING
TOTAL CURRENT UNENCUMBERED
APPROVED PROJECT FUNDING

Estimated Accrued Interest on Donations
2018/19 NYS Construction Grant (received to date $126,531)
2019 Children's Room Trust
2020 Children's Room Trust (to be transferred 01/2020)
Total Approved Additional Funding

Library Fund Balance Transfer for Furniture and Shelving (BOT Approval 01/28/20)
Library Fund Balance Transfer for CA Services Extension (BOT Approval 04/14/20)
Library Fund Balance Transfer for CM Services Extension (BOT Approval 04/28/20)
Library Fund Balance Transfer for Additional Moving / Storage (BOT Approval 05/26/20)
Library Fund Balance Transfer for Additional Abatement Consulting Services (VM Approval 05/29/20)

Gift funds from $39,166 Gift Accepted by BOT (BOT Approval 05/26/20)
Library Fund Balance Transfer for Change Orders (BOT Approval 06/23/20)
2019/20 Construction Grant
Total Approved Additional Funding
Cable Commission Funds ($334,518 - $85,000 VH Rutherford Hall use)
Use of GC Contract Allowance Balances (BOT Approval 03/23/21)

$22,507,002.00
$267,649.94

Estimated Additional Expenditures
Misc close out items
Shades
Window Decals - Dots
Donor Wall - Private Funds
Misc. estimated unknown items
Potential GC Delay Claim (estimated)
Additional CA Services
Additional Moving Services (Estimated)
Additional CM Services including Niram Claim (estimated)

$26,000.00
$892.00
$8,820.00

Private Funds

$10,000.00
$100,000
$30,605
$6,500
$6,500

Total Estimated Additional Expenditures

$180,497.00

Revised Forecasted Funding Balance
Revised Estimated Total Project Costs

$87,152.94
$22,419,849.06
$21,554,849.06 Without Furniture and Shelving

RESOLUTION RE:

SCARSDALE ART ASSOCIATION ANNUAL
OUTDOOR ART SHOW IN CHASE PARK

WHEREAS,

the Scarsdale Art Association has held an Annual Outdoor Art Show in
Chase Park for over 20 years, which has been well received by the
community; and

WHEREAS,

the event organizers recently filed a permit application to hold the 2021
Outdoor Art Show in Chase Park on Saturday, September 18, 2021, and
Sunday, September 19, 2021; and

WHEREAS,

upon completion of the event, the participants will restore all public areas
utilized to the same condition as they existed before the Outdoor Art
Show; now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED,

that, pursuant to Chapter 240 of the Scarsdale Village Code, the Village
Manager is hereby authorized to issue a special event permit to the
Scarsdale Art Association for the public display of art at the Villageowned Chase Park for the purpose of holding the Outdoor Art Show on
Saturday, September 18, 2021, and Sunday, September 19, 2021. This
authorization is subject to the receipt of an insurance certificate naming
the Village of Scarsdale additional insured at limits approved by the
Village Attorney, while indemnifying and holding the Village of Scarsdale
harmless for any and all actions associated with this event, and be it
further

RESOLVED,

that the Scarsdale Art Association shall comply with all applicable New
York State Health Department COVID-19 requirements for outdoor events
of this nature.

Submitted by:
Dated:
For:

Village Manager
May 19, 2021
May 25, 2021

